
Mr. William F. Marshall 
425 Third Street SW, Suite 800 
Washington, DC 20024 

Dear Mr. Marshall: 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch , Inc. 

United States Department of State 

fVashington, D . C. 20520 

April 29, 2016 

Case No. F-2015-06322 
Segment: IPS-02, IPS-04, IPS-05 

I refer to our letter dated March 31, 2016, regarding the release of certain Department of State 
material under the Freedom oflnformation Act (the "FOIA"), 5 U.S.C. §552. 

Our review is ongoing and we have determined that 20 additional documents may be released 
in full and 84 may be released with excisions. All released material is enclosed. 

An enclosure explains the FOIA exemptions and other grounds for withholding material. 
Where we have made excisions, the applicable exemptions are marked on each document. 
All non-exempt material that is reasonably segregable from the exempt material has been 
released. 

We will keep you informed as your case progresses. If you have any questions, your attorney 
may contact Trial Attorney, Caroline Anderson, at (202) 305-8645 or 
Caroline.J.Anderson@usdoj.gov. Please refer to the case number shown above in all 
correspondence about this case. 

Sincerely, 

Eric F. Stein, Acting Co-Director 
Office of Information Programs and Services 

Enclosures: As stated. 
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The Freedom of Information Act (5 USC 552) 

FOIA Exemptions 

(b)(1) Withholding specifically authorized under an Executive Order in the interest of national 
defense or foreign policy, and properly classified. E.O. 12958, as amended, includes 
the following classification categories: 

1.4(a) Military plans, systems, or operations 
1.4(b) Foreign government information 
1.4(c) Intelligence activities, sources or methods, or cryptology 
1.4(d) Foreign relations or foreign activities of the US, including confidential sources 
1.4(e) Scientific, technological, or economic matters relating to national security, 

including defense against transnational terrorism 
1.4(f) U.S. Government programs for safeguarding nuclear materials or facilities 
1.4(g) Vulnerabilities or capabilities of systems, installations, infrastructures, projects, 

plans, or protection services relating to US national security, including defense 
against transnational terrorism 

1.4(h) Information on weapons of mass destruction 

(b)(2) Related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of an agency 

(b)(3) Specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other than 5 USC 552), for example: 

ARMEX Arms Export Control Act, 22 USC 2778(e) 
CIA Central Intelligence Agency Act of 1949, 50 USC 403(g) 
EXPORT Export Administration Act of 1979, 50 App. USC 2411(c)(1) 
FSA Foreign Service Act of 1980, 22 USC 4003 & 4004 
INA Immigration and Nationality Act, 8 USC 1202(f) 
IRAN Iran Claims Settlement Act, Sec 505, 50 USC 1701, note 

(b)(4) Privileged/confidential trade secrets, commercial or financial information from a person 

(b)(5) lnteragency or intra-agency communications forming part of the deliberative process, 
attorney-client privilege, or attorney work product 

(b)(6) Information that would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy 

(b)(7) Information compiled for law enforcement purposes that would: 
(A) interfere with enforcement proceedings 
(B) deprive a person of a fair trial 
(C) constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy 
(D) disclose confidential sources 
(E) disclose investigation techniques 
(F) endanger life or physical safety of an individual 

(b)(8) Prepared by or for a government agency regulating or supervising financial institutions 

(b)(9) Geological and geophysical information and data, including maps, concerning wells 

Other Grounds for Withholding 

NR Material not responsive to a FOIA request, excised with the agreement of the requester 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

hr l 5@att.blackbcny.net 
Thursday, January 22, 2009 9: 20 PM 
Miguel Rodriguez <migu~l_rodriguez@clinton.senate.gov> 

Re: Ledbetter 

Yeah! Well, that's only nght 
-·---Original Message-····· 
From: Miguel Rodriguez 
To: Hillary Clinton 
Sent: Jan 22, 2009 6:58 PM 
Su~ject: Ledbetter · 

!RELEASE IN FULL\ 

I know you have a new portfolio, but I thought you'd be 111terested to know th~t the Ledbetter b1lljust passecl the Senate by a vote of6 l-37 The 
House will pass the bill next week; likely pemuttlllg the President sign it into law shortly thereafter. 

Congratulations on a great first day 

M4 nQ1n11?n1" 
UNCLASSIFIED U.S. Department of State Case No. F-2015-06322 Doc No. C05938374 Date: 04/29/2016 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

H <hdr22@clintonemail.com> 
Friday, January 30, 2009 5:06 AM 
Huma Abedin <HAbedin@hillaryclinton com> 

JRELEASE IN FULLj 

Subject: Fw: Washington Post article on Administration's Iran policy 

Pis print. 

From: "Mills, Cheryl D" 
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 2009 04:38:14 -0500 
To: <hdr22@clintonemail com> 
Subject. Fw: Washington Post article on Administration's Iran policy 

Fyi 

From: LaVine, Christopher M 
To: NEWS-Mahogany 
Cc: NEWS-NEA; SES-0; Knopf, Payton L; Hale, David M; NEWS-Iran 
Sent: Thu Jan 29 22:50:25 2009 
Subject: Washington Post article on Administration's Iran policy 

Colleagues, 

Ops thought you might be interested in this WPost article on the Administration's Iran policy. Thank you, 

Regards, 

Chris LaVine 

Operations Center 

Writings Offer Look at Administration Debate on Iran 

By Glenn Kessler 

Washington Post Staff Writer 

Friday, January 30, 2009; A12 

President Obama and Secretary of State Hillary Rod ham Clinton in the past week have sent repeated signals to 
Iran that the door is now wide open for direct talks between the two countries three decades after the Irani.an 
revolution, but U.S. officials say the method, the pace and the tenor of that diplomacy still remain to be 
settled. 

But while officials say a plan will not be in place for several months, key players in the discussions have 
outlined their views in papers they wrote before joining the administration, giving a unique window into the 
administration's debate. 

Obama, during a private discussion with Jewish leaders a year ago, also provided a road map to his thinking. 

MA OR/01,,01!; 
UNCLASSIFIED U.S. Department of State Case No. F-2015-06322 Doc No. C05938417 Date: 04/29/2016 
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"The time, I believe, has come to talk directly to the Iranians and to lay out our clear terms: their end of 
pursuit of nuclear weapons, an end of their support of terrorism and an end of their threat to Israel and other 
countries in the region," Obama said, according to a transcript. Bigger "carrots," he said, will give the United 
States more leverage to win support for sanctions if Iran rebuffs the approach. 

One complicating factor is that Iran will hold a presidential election in June. American officials want to avoid 
taking steps that might bolster the stature of the current president, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, whose anti
semitic rants and hostile attitude toward the West make him a potentially difficult interlocutor for diplomatic 
outreach. 

Another complicating factor is that the United States and five other powers have demanded that Iran suspend 
its uranium enrichment program before substantive talks can begin on its nuclear program. Any sudden 
change in that approach may alarm allies. 

Finally, the government in Iran is so opaque that officials want to be sure they are communicating with the 
ri1ht power centers. "It is unclear who exactly that dialogue would be with in Iran," White House spokesman 
Robert Gibbs said yesterday. 

Dennis Ross, the former Middle East envoy who will be Clinton's senior adviser on Iran, has recommended 
that the initial approach to Iran take place through a "direct, secret back channel," which would be one way to 
avoid empowering Ahmadinejad or publicly undercutting the ongoing nuclear negotiations. 

"Keeping it completely private would protect each side from premature exposure and would not require 
either side to p

0

ublicly explain such a move before it was ready," Ross wrote in a lengthy paper, titled 
"Diplomatic Strategies for Dealing With Iran," published by the Center for a New American Security in 
September. "It would strike the Iranians as more significant and dramatic than either working through the 
Europeans or non-officials -- something that is quite familiar." 

Ross said the United States should ask the Iranian representative during the private talks to explain how his 
government sees U.S. goals toward Iran and how Iran thinks the United States perceives Iranian goals. The 
purpose of this dialogue, he wrote, is to "find a way to show the Iranians that we are prepared to listen and to 
try to understand Iranian concerns and respond to them, but ultimately no progress can be made if our 
concerns cannot also be understood and addressed." 

Ross conceded that it may be difficult "to set up such a direct channel that is also authoritative," because in 
the Iranian system, the president has much less power than the supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei. 

Another top Obama adviser, Gary Sa more of the Council on Foreign Relations, argued for a more public 
approach, without requiring Iran to suspend its enrichment activities: direct bilateral talks, preferably with a 
representative of the supreme leader, that would cover a range of issues, including the nuclear program, U.S.
lranlan relations, Iraq and the Israeli-Palestinian peace process. Sa more, who will be the top nonproliferation 
official at the White House National Security Council, co-authored with Bruce Riedel of the Brookings 
Institution a paper published last month that outlined this concept. 

The Bush administration had some secret contacts with Iranian officials before the Iraq war and held 
ambassador-to-ambassador meetings in Iraq and Afghanistan. But it never attempted a broad dialogue, 
despite an apparent effort by some Iranian officials to reach out after Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein was 
toppled in 2003. Sa more recommended that the administration proceed "cautiously" and develop its 
negotiating strategy through "high-level bilateral and multilateral consultations" with the governments 

HA 09/01/2015 
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seeking to negotiate with Iran -- Britain, France, Germany, Russia and China -- and with Middle Eastern allies. 

It was important, Samore said, that the United States not be seen as abandoning the larger framework for 
nuclear talks; in fact, "opening a bilateral channel with Iran may help invigorate the multilateral process." 

A top Sta~e Department official, Undersecretary William J. Burns, will begin such consultations when he meets 
with representatives to the Iran negotiating group in Europe next week. A senior European diplomat said 
yesterday that European leaders would welcome a U.S-lranian dialogue but that It must be handled carefully. 
"The possibility of a dialogue with the U.S. is a very important card in our game" with Iran, he said. "We don't 
have many cards left." 

A more provocative approach was advocated by John Brennan, Obama's White House director for 
counterterrorism, in a paper published in July. Brennan pressed for toning down rhetorical jabs at Iran and 
ignoring anti-American comments from Iranian officials, and also stressed the need for a presidential envoy to 
handle negotiations with Iran. In order to smooth the path for dialogue, he also argued for the "political 
courage" to admit that I ran has significantly scaled back its use of terrorism in the past decade. "It would not 
be foolhardy" to encourage greater assimilation of Hezbollah -- the armed political movement backed by Syria 
and Iran -- In the Lebanese political system, even though Washington offlclally considers Hezbollah a terrorist 
organization, Brennan wrote. 

Another important policymaker, Defense Secretary Robert M. Gates, pressed for a carefully focused dialogue 
when he co-led a Council on Foreign Relations task force on Iran in 2004. "A 'grand bargain' that would settle 
comprehensively the outstanding conflicts between Iran and the United States is not realistic," the task force 
concluded. Instead, the United States should selectively engage Iran on issues where the U.S. and Iranian 
interests converge and build on incremental progress. 

Gates, a holdover from the Bush administration, felt it was important such discussions begin before the 
nuclear concerns were resolved -- a position that puts him firmly in sync with Obama's approach. 

HA 09/0112015 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Madam Secretary, 

Pramecla Bartholomeusz 
~~~~~~~~~ 

Thursday, January 22, 2009 3:33 AM 
hr l 5@att. blackberry. net 
pra.meelarb\ I 86 
Congratulations, Madam Secretary! 

86 
RELEASE IN 
PART BS 

Congratulations and thank you! Many ofus are truly grateful and relieved to know you will be such an integral part of American 
foreign policy going forward, And having read your books, volunteered in six states for your campaign and watcl~d the confinnation 
hearings as well as your farewell speech, I know we can count on so much more. 

· T wanted to reach out to you for a few other reasons: 

1) Please thank Chelsea for me, whom I met for the first time in person in Austin, TX at the after debate party (where I also met you 
for the first time). She listened to some ideas and requested I contact her cluef of staff, Biirie Lurie, so they could follow through and 
Chelsea followed through! With this contact, I was referred to Maggie Williams. Amee Patel and Capricia Marshall and was able to 
really make a positive impact in Austin & Houston (where I was for three weeks as a volunteer for the campaign). Chelsea, thank you 
for hearing me. I believe this is one of the reasons I was selected to be on hie Platfonn Committee. You arc a.mazing and I think you 
should run for a House or Senate seat some day (soon). 

2) Just following the below email is an article referring to a Commission for Change, President Obama indicated last August he would 
support. II was the response lo Ute controversies raised once agam al Ute Plalfonn Commillee. I was the commillee member that asked 
on the call with you the night before the meeting, whether I could raise the caucus issue I did that as well as submitted the amendment 
regarding the primary calendar. As I know you agree, voter rights are sacred. I spoke with JeffBennan regarding being a member of 
the commission. He suggested I contact my state party (CA). Chris Jennings, Ann O'Leary (met in Pittsburgh at Platfonn 
Committee) and Craig Smith (met at Rules Committee meeting in Denver) are all aware of my fight for amendments affecting voter 
righ~. Anything you can do to verify my sincerity with Chris & Cmig and reconunend me to Sen Feinstein and Sen Boxer for this 
commission would be tremendous. You have my word that I will n9t look back with regard to these voter rights issues. but will look 
forward. (Lady Lynn de Rothschild knows me as well and Tam sorry to say that T supported the McCain/Palin ticket 1n the final 
weeks-I truly believed Sen McCain was more likely to include you in his cabinet). 

3) I joined The New Agenda as a founding member, ii non-partisiin group advociiting women's rights http://thene\Vagenda.net/. There 
is much work to be done! I will remain devoted to this cause through this organization as long as it remains non-partisan and 
maintains the level of professional.ism that such an or aniiatlon warrants. Would like to seem re women in ovemment and would 
like to address domestic violence We hope you will on 
occasion share your wisdom with us an ma e us aware o w al more we can be omg. 

I hope you will respond to me through Capricia like you had done once before regarding the Commission for Change. Or maybe 
Urrough Chris or Craig. 

BTW, I would like to be on your campaign staff for the 2016 election! 

God's speed and a tight hug, 
PrdJTleela Bartholomeusz 
DNC Platform Committee Member 
I I 86 
--------- Forwarded message ---------~----
From: Prameela B11rtbolomcusz[ 
Date: Sun, Nov 16, 2008 at 10:46 P~------~ 
Subject: Please accept SOS! 
To: "hr.t5@1m...l1.1.a~.~J;i.~m.,rn;~·· <M.J.~.@;m.,9.!a~.~9.1<m'.,.n~.t> 

Dear Senator Clinton, 

86 

We pray you accept! The success of the Obama Administration is dependent on the team it is comprised of at the highest levels. You 
arc an important part of lhe better future for America (sorry to place so much on your shoulders). We know how passionate you are 
about healthcare refonn, addressing the economic crisis, education, women's rights and related legislation. As SOS, you will have the 
stage you need to be successful. You can do it all ... you're Hillary Clinton! And I mean that with respect, confidence and sincerity. Our 
thoughts and prayers are with you. 

HA n~m1 nn1,; 
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Best, 
Prameela Bartholomeusz 
DNC Platfonn Conunittee Member for HRC 
(with pride) 

Obama responds with proposal for 2012 reform commission 

Barak Obama has called for rule changes to be worked out for the 2012 primary/caucus season and to push back the start date. The 
timing of the announcement, coming just one week before the G_OP convention takes up its own refonn proposal, is clearly meant to 
encourage the Republicans to take action and for new bi-partisan cooperation on this most complex issue. 

The Washington Post: 

Obama Team Seeks Changes in Primaries 

By Dan Baiz 
Washington Post Staff Writer 
Timrsday, August 21, 2008; AOJ 

Sen. Banick Obama's presidential campaign will call next week for the creation of a commission to revise the rules for selecting a 
presidential nominee in 2012, with a goal of reducing the power of superdelegates, whose role became a major point of contention 
during the long battle for the Democratic nomination between Obama and Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton. 

The conunission also will be urged to redraw the nommating calendar for 2012 to avoid starting the primaries and caucuses so early, 
and also to look specifically at ensuring more unifonn rules and standards for those caucuses. 

Obama campaign manager David Plouffe said the campaign wtU ask delegates at the national convention in Denver to approve a 
resolution approving the establishment of a 35"member Democratic Change Commission. The charter would authorize the Democratic 
National Committee chairman to appoint the commission soon after the election and ask it to report back by January 2010. 

The proposed changes grew out of discussions between Obama's campaign, officials at the Democratic National Commiuee and 
representatives from Clinton's campaign, Plouffe said. 

The most imponant change involves superdelegates -- the elected officials and party leaden; who have automatic seats at national 
conventions and are free to vote for any candidate of their choice. 

Their role became hugely controversial during the long battle between Obama and Clinton. Obama supporters feared that the 
superdelegates could ovenide the results of the primaries and caucuses and hand Clinton the nomination. 

"TI1e number of superdelegates has gotten loo large in relation to overall delegates," Plouffe said. "We want lo give more control back 
to the voters .... Everyone thinks there ought to be more weight given to the results of the elections." 

The conunission will be encouraged to consider either reducing the number of superdelegates eligible to attend the national 
convenllons or increasing the number of pledged delegates·· those elected on the basis of caucus and primary results. 

The other significant change is the call to redraw the primaiy and caucus calendar. The 2008 calendar received significant criticism 
both for the early starting dates for the Iowa caucuses and New Hampshire primary and also because so many states were crowded 
into the first month of what turned out to be a five-month battle. 

Under the system envisioned by the Obama and Clinton campaigns. most contests could not be held before March. except for those in 
a handful of states authori1.ed to go earher -·presumably in February rather than January 

Plouffe also said the commission will be urged lo look for \\oay s to avoid the bunching of stales on particular days. Almost two dozen 
states held Democratic contests on Super Tuesday, Feb. 5, and party officials hope to avoid a repeat in 2012. 

The other major area the commission will be asked to examine is the operation of caucuses in states that choose that process rather 
than a primary. The caucuses drew criticism. particularly from the Clinton campaign. which said that they restricted participation and 
that in some states they lacked the necessary infrastructure to ensure fairness. 

HA 09/01/2015 
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'. 

"We agree that we ought to make sure they're funded properly. staffed properly and run smoothly, and even see if people ought to be 
eligible to vote absentee," Plouffe said. 

Link to article. 

Submitted on August 21, 2008 - 8:24pm. 

J 

HA 09/0112015 
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•. 

[RELEASE IN PART B5! 

Statement by Senator George J. Mitchell 
' Washington, DC 

January 22, .·2009 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attach: · 

Huma Abcdin 
Thursday', January 22, 2009 8:39 AM 
hwnamabedi11 

----~ 

PrintFw: Envoy announcement 8arn version 
Envoys Announcement I 22.09 LM 8 am.doc 

--Original Mcs~Re-~
From: Biter Daniel I 
To: Hwm1 Abe<lin ~------~ 
CC: Lissa Muscatin~ 
St!nl' Thu Jan 22 08:06K~:s=2~2~0!~)9~---' 
Subject: Envoy announcement Sam version 

<<Envoys Announcement I 22.09 LM 8 am.doc». 

This e-mail message may contain confidential and/or privtlcged information. 

If you are not an addressee or otherwise authonzed to receive U1is message, 

you should not use, copy, disclose or take any action based on this e-mail or 

any information contained in the messoge If you hove received this material 

in error, please advise the sender inunediately by reply e-mail and delete this 

message. Thank you 

86 
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Draft 
Sam JRELEASE IN PART 85] 

SECRETARY OF STATE HILLARY ROD.l::IAM CLINTON 
ANNOUNCEMENT OF SPECIAL ENVOYS 

THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
WASHINGTON, DC 
JANUARY 22, 2009 

85 
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From: hr l S@att: blackberry .net RELEASE IN PART 

Sent: Thursday, January 22, 20099:18 PM 86 '=8~6 ____ _ 

To: Roy Spence{L---------~ 
Subject: Re: Madame-Well done today-Tt seems they are so jazzed you are therelSo is America 

and the world! 

Well, so far so good, Bro. Now what do I do for an encore? 

From: Roy Spence 
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 2009 18: 17:38 -0600 
To: hrl 5@att.blackberry.net<hrl 5@att.blackberry.net> 
Subject· Madame-Well done today-It seems they are so jazzed you are there! So is America and the world I 

"Secretary of State Hillary Clinton received a rousing welcome this morning when she arrived at Foggy Bottom for 
the first time, as cheering foreign service and civil service employees packed every inch of the C Street lobby, 

· ineluding the balcony overlooking the flaQ! of forei~n nati~ns . " ... 

This e-mail Is Intended only for the named p~rson or entity to which It I& 1ddressad and contains valuable business Information lhat Is proprietary, privileged, 
conftd11nt1al and/or otherwlae proteeted from disclosure If you received this email in error, any review, use, d1ssemlnaHon, distribution or copying of this email is 
strictly prohibited Please notify us Immediately of the error via email to dlscla1merlnquines@ldeacity.com and please delete the email from your system, retaining 
no copies In any media. We appreciate your cooperabon · 
-·--------1deeclty .legal disclaimer 01112008 
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From: hrl S@all.blackberty net 
Sent: Thursday, January 22, 2009 9:19 PM 
To: 

Subject: Re So much for being careful ohout Cl11no ond currenc>' 
86 

Say what??? I just hope they keep buymg our debt: I Thanks tor all your help 111 getting us ofT to a good start 

From: Juke Sullivun 
Date 'Thu, 22 Jan 2009 19 12.05 -0500 
To. hrl S@att.blackberry netc;hrl S@att.blackberry.net> 
Subject: So much for bcmg can:fu.f abo11t Chiua a11d currency' 

Geithner Says China Is Manipulating Its Currency 

By JACKIE CALMES and DAVID STOUT 
Published January 22, 2009 

TIHS e-mail message may contain confidential and/or privileged mforrnatJon. 
If you are not an addressee or otherWJse authorized to receive tt11s message, 
you should not U5e, copy, disclose or take any attion based on this e-mail or 
any 1nrormation contained In the message. 1r you have received this mat:ertal 
in error, please advise the sender 1mmed1ately by reply e-mail and delete ttus 
message. Thank you. 
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From: Cheryl Mills 
~~~~~~~~~~ 

86 
Sent: Thursday, January 22, 2009 9:22 PM 

To: Kiki MF.Le.an Philippe Reines! 
<cadle~- Lona Val.moro <lona_ valmoro a, 
<Woo state.gpv> 

Cc: HumaAbedin 
,..--------~~ 

~---~~~-~ 

Subject: RE: Couple of things 

agree - next week but early - Monday or Tuesday on press folks 

From: Kiki McLean [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, January 2-r,_,,,.,.,~....., . ...-w.:-;r--- ---

To: Philippe Reines!; Caroline Adler; Lona Valmoro; Cheryl Mills; Robert Wood 
Cc: Huma Abedin 
Subject: Re: Couple of things 

Ageee 

From: "Philippe" 
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 2009 23:57:38 +0000 

RELEASE IN PART 
86 

To: Caroline Adle Lona Valmoro<lona_valmoro@clinton.senate.gov>; Cheryl 
Mills Robert Wood<WoodRA@state.gov> 
Subjc~c•t-:....-e-:,..----o-u~p~e-o...,.......,t.........-1n-g-s~~~ 

I'd let USAID event and images do the talking tomorrow, she can stop by the briefing room next week - armed 
with some specific newsmaking announcement, rather than just taking questions (if she goes to the room, she 
has to take Qs) 

If HRC agrees to next week, Robert could tell them tomorrow so they feel touched 

From: "Caroline Adler" 
Date· Thu, 22 Jan 2009 18:39: 14 -0500 
To: <Lona_ Valmoro@clinton.senate.gov>; Cheryl Mill 
Subject: Couple of things ~-------

Hi all -

There aro a couple of things that just came up in a conversauon with Robert and I wanted to quickly ask you about them: 

-Robert thinks ii would be good for HRC to stop b}' the press bnefing lomorro\V, and iJ not tomorrow somel1111e next week. He said 
the press covered today's evencs, but ii would go very far for hrc to spend even 10 minutes just wi1h them. She could deliver remarks 
(3-Smin) and then take 1-2 questions. The press will nonnally be briefed at I lam, but Robert says this can be at any time HRC is free. 

--The other seems less time sensitve. Apparently the podium in the briefing room is vel)' high tech and the lecbn.icians can create a 
podiwn/lighting scheme specific 10 HRC. Robert was wondering if - '~hen HRC has 15 minutes in the ne.-:l few weeks - she could go 
to the briefing room and have the settings configured for her. 

Thanks! 
Caroline 
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From: hr l 5@att. blackbel'T}'. net 
Sent: 

To: 
Thursday, Januory 22, 2009 9·23 PM 

Cheryl Mills~--------· 
86 

Subject: Re: susan rice was confinned tonight so should hkely send her note or cell for congrats 

Whal al>au1 .lack and .Jim? 
······Original Message······ 
From: Cheryl Mills 
To· Huina Ahedin 
Cc. Ilillary Cltnlon 
Senl. fan 22, 2009 9:14 PM 
Subject. RURan rice wru; confinncd tonight RO Rhould likely Rend her note or call for congraL~ 

RELEASE IN 
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From: hr! 5@att.blackbcrry net RELEASE IN PART 85,861 
Sent: 

Tu: 

Subject: 

Thursday, January 22, 2009 9:24 PM 
!,ona V11lmoro <lon11_valmoro(q)clinlon.sen11le gov>, Huma AhWm <Humu_AhtXlm@)chnlon .~nute.gov> 

Schedule 

Since w~ couldn't do lhe scheduhng today, I wamed lo send you the folluwing info for your followup: 86 
In no panicular order-

'--~------------------------__, His If is~ ___ Pis call lo explore whether that's 
poss1 o 

PIR keep track ofCongreRsional rece11ReR Ro we know when they occur for purposeR ofpl1111ning. 
85 

85 

85 

More to come when we meet 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attach: 

Abc<lin, Huma <AbcdinH@statc gov> 
Fnday, January 30, 2009 6'53 AM 

humamahedi~ I 
Fw: Morning PressBn efm s and Clips 

013009 Press Briefing doc; 013009 Press Chps doc 

From: Bishop, Christopher W 
To: Abedin, Huma 
Cc: Macmanus, Joseph E; S_Spec1alAss1stants; Sulllvan, Jacob J 
Sant: Fn Jan 30 06:45:28 2009 
Subject: Morning Press Briefing and Clips 

Good Morning Huma-please let us know if 'you need anything else. 

Christqpher 

Christopher W. Bishop 
Special Assistant to the Secretary of State 
202-647-9573 

86 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Bums Strider 
~~~~~~~~-

Wednesday, February 4, 2009 9:54 PM 

Clinton Hillary <hdr22@clintonernail.com> 
this is just horrible: 

66 [@LEASE IN PART B&j 

One of your Veterans, Colonel Hal Donahue, wrote this for Huffington ... he documents it with news clips and DoD links: 

A Military Family Treated Shabbily -- a Demand for 
Accountability 
Our fallen warriors' families should NEVER need a United States senator to find out how their loved one died. 
Yet, one did. Thank you, Senator Bob Casey for stepping in when no one else would to help an anguished 
mother and her family learn how her son died. Another thank you for exposing the weakness and decay 
developing in the military. 

On January 2, 2008, Sgt. Ryan Maseth, a highly decorated Army ranger and a valuable national resource, 
stepped into the community shower of his Iraq building Perhaps looking forward to a relaxing shower, young 
Maseth reached out to tum on the water and died, a victim of electrocution. 

According to a CNN Special Investigations Unit story by Abbie Boudreau and Scott Bronstein from attorney 
statements, when fellow soldiers kicked down the door, they smelled burning hair, and they rushed over, saw 
Sgt. Maseth lying there unconscious, and one of the rescuers himself was shocked electrically and sustained a 
fairly good jolt because the water and the pipes were still electrified. The next day, Cheryl Harris, a mother with 
three sons serving in Iraq, was informed of his death .. She had feared such news might come one day. An article 
shortly after his death demonstrates clearly both the anguish of Sergant Maseth's family and a bit about the man. 

"I did ask exactly, 'How did Ryan die? What happened to him?' And he had told me that Ryan was 
electrocuted," Ms Harris said. That was not the full story and after misleading statements, a US Senator, Robert 
Casey, D PA, was needed to uncover the complete answer to that question. What developed was a story of 
military officers betraying their troops; DOD civilians protecting private contractors rather than soldiers and 
very likely negligent homicide. 

Now, I know the public has visions of soldiers dying "taking the hill" or "sweeping the skies in sleek fighters" 
but reality can be so horribly different, mundane even. Roads, of necessity, swept too quickly and soldiers die. 
A soldier on routine patrol takes off their helmet to wipe the sweat from brow and a sniper takes that moment to 
put a round through the soldier's skull. A soldier uses a latrine at a "safe" base and a stray round takes the 
soldier's life. These things happen. The US military was the leader in controlling these types of loses. Because, 
emotional and family feelings aside, the loss of Sgt Maseth hurt US military capability and reduced our ability 
to fight the Iraq war. This is the real bottom-line. This is one of the major reasons why we have Red Flag and 
Top Gun etc; so we can learn to prevent these losses in the confusion of actual war. Things appear to have 
changed. 

According to a Pittsburgh Tribune-Review story; 11ReporLU..~.JroQR~ .. expo...§!td to 231 ~.t.J.g_ck incidel'!t~" by 
Robin Acton,January 29, 2009: 

I 

.... The 45-page document -- a high-level request for corrective action generated last fall -- found that Texas
based military contractor KBR Inc. failed to properly ground and bond its electrical systems, which contributed 
to soldiers "receiving shocks in KBR-maintained facilities on average once every three days since data was 
available in Sept. 2006." 
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... The report adds that government search results of a.KBR-maintained database revealed that 231 electrical
shock incidents occurred in the period from September 2006 through July 31, 2008 -- indicating that the activity 
continued long after the death of Sgt. Ryan Maseth, 24, who suffered cardiac arrest after stepping into his 
Baghdad shower on Jan. 2, 2008. 

A January 30, 2009, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette editorial, "Death by shower: Punish those who betrayed the troops 
in Iraq" acknowledges what came next. 

.. Subsequently, his parents filed a wrongful death suit in Allegheny County, against Houston-based KBR Inc., 
alleging that KBR allowed U.S. troops to continue to use electrical systems that it knew to be dangerous. The 
soldier's mother, Cheryl Harris, also testified to Congress 

For his part, Pennsylvania Sen. Bob Casey has been zealous in keeping this issue alive by demanding 
explanations from the Defense Department. The combined pressure seems to have paid off: The Associated 
Press reported last week that an Army investigation now deems the soldier's death a "negligent homicide" 
instead of an accident... 

U.S. Senator Robert Casey (D-PA} kept the pressure on The Department of Defense (DoD) to determine that 
there were at least 18 deaths by electrocution in Iraq and he is working to eliminate the causes and to demand 
accountability from all involved. For the problem is not just employing unqualified, non government contractors 
but the integrity of officers and civilians throughout the Army and DoD. U. S. Senator Byron Dorgan (D-SD) 
said:. 

I believe DOD has been less than truthful to the families of soldiers who were electrocuted at military bases In Iraq 
because of shoddy contract work. It's time for some straight talk about accountability. 

Last year Senator Dorgan chaired a Senate Democrat Policy Committee hearing into the electrocutions of 
soldiers in Iraq. Following that hearing, Senators Dorgan and Casey requested that the pentagon conduct a 
theatre-wide investigation into KBR's electrical work in Iraq. Astonishingly, the Army agreed, then used KBR 
to do much of the review. The result was continued work for KBR with a request for improved performance. 

Now times are changing The same January 30, 2009, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette editorial said it better than T ever 
could: 

"Sen. Casey is still pressing for answers -- and anyone who supports the troops should staf'\d with him. He and 
Democratic Sen. Byron Dorgan of North Dakota, who has held hearings on contracting abuses, are demanding 
accountability for the death of Sgt. Maseth and others. It is overdue. Praise the heroes and punish those who hurt 
them." 

Not just for just for our fallen but for the safety of our nation. If the military is unable to rely upon the honesty 
and integrity of its officers and NCO's, then the effectiveness of our military and the safety of our nation are in 
jeopardy 

Burns Strider 
Founding Partner 
The Eleison Group 

www .eleisongroup.com 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

H <hdr22@cli~toncmail com> 
Wednesday, February 4, 2009 10:19 PM 

Cheryl Mills~j---=--=--=·------~ 
Subject: Re: just called you - got vox _mail • got about 15 min in me . 

I'm calling your cell. 

From: "Cheryl Mills" 
Date: Wed, 4 Feb 2009 22: 17:58 -0500 
To: <hdr22@clintonemail.com> 
Sub,ject: just called you - got vox mail - got about 15 min in me 

·. 

86 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

H <hdr22@clintoncmail.com> 
Wednesday, February 4, 2009 10:21 PM 

Cheryl Mills 
~~~~~~~~~ 

Re: just called you - got vox mail - got about ~5 min in me 

Your rrui.tlbox. ls full--pls call me again. 

From: "Cheryl Mills" 
Date: Wed, 4 Feb 2009 22:17:58 -0500 
To: <hdr22@clintonemall.com> 
Subject: just called you - got vox mail - got about 15 min in me 

86 
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From: Bums Strider 86 
'-----~~~~~~~~ 

Sent: Thursday, February 5, 2009 4:15 AM 
To: 

Subject: 
Clinton Hillary <hdr22@clintonemail.com> 
Shovel Ready Jobs Needed in Washington 

Posted at 

Progressive Revival: http: ljblo2. bellefnet.com/progress ivereyjyal /2009/0 2/sh oyel -readv-jobs-needed-ln-wa. htm I 

And 

Faithful Democrats: www.faithfuldemocrats.com 

Shovel Ready Jobs Needed in Washington 
By: Bums Sirider 
Thursday February 5, 2009 

Cross Posted at www.faithfuldemocrats.com 

Pungent piles of Republican nay-saying to the American jobs and stimulus package are getting so deep in 
Washington that shovel-ready jobs are needed to shovel it all to the dump. Could this be the Republican job 
creation package? 

The rigid ideological orthodoxy leading Republicans to oppose the jobs bill ignores the pain of middle and 
working Americans. We have seen this approach already and we have suffered its outcome too deeply. 

Their answer to the imploding economic situation is much like the answer they had to Katrina - unleash the 
awesome power of under-funding, inexperience and an unwilling, pervading philosophy that sees no possibility 
and allows for no creativity. 

Consider some of the things they call waste: 

Resources to design and cons~ruct a boa:t for the Coast Guard. How in the world could we allow such? 
This would create jobs in places like the coasts of Virginia and Mississippi while adding to the ability of 
the Coas~ Guard to do their jobs 

Funding for housing the Department of Homeland Security. We can not allow construction jobs be 
created in order to create space for the agency charged with out sat~ty. 

Money for screening and preventipg STD's. What are the Democrats thinking? Health care jobs created 
while making Americans healthy? What? 

More support for the National Endowment for the Arts Yes, I can see how creating jobs by putting 
more teachers in the s,chools to educated and teach our children is a nasty, horrible big government plot. 

Resources for pulling co1nputers in community colleges. Well, we certainly can not allow computers to 
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go to the community college students. People may have to be hired to make. those computers and for who? 
Community college students? 

Funding for flood reduction on the Mississippi River and canal inspection in urban areas. That is a bad 
idea, folks. Jobs to protect rural Americans along the River and make sure canals are safe running along 
places such as the Lower 9th Ward in New Orleans is just a bad idea. 

Their list of "wasteful spending" is long. I could continue. And, yes, I have a problem with it. They have an 
agenda and it does not match up with the urgency for action in which our nation finds itself. 

I do not have a problem with Republicans speaking their minds and assertively putting their markers down, and 
concerns on the table. Heck, it's their job. They are part of the process and their input is needed. But, they are 
doing themselves a disservice and the American people additional pain when they readily and without thought 
revert to the same old tone death and ideological'-based attacks they have been using over the past 25 years 

In their attempt to "im-Palin" the Democrats with the divide and conquer approach, ripping off constituency 
after constituency by trying to find the various hot buttons that add up to sizeable opposition and disengagement 
they are really further impaling the American people through inaction. 

Creating jobs can and should have multiple positive results such as jobs.that teach our children, jobs that build 
boats and jobs that make Americans healthier. Our families and communities deserve no less. Enough of narrow 
agenda-driven approaches that have proven results - failure. 

Sometimes rigid ideological orthodoxy gets so caught up in its own hu.bris, its own rules and beliefs that no one 
notices, anymore, the baby in the manger. 

American families and communities need help. Shovel ready jobs should be about ml?re than shoveling away 
the failed agendas of the past. 

Burns Strider 
Founding Partner 
The Eleison Group 

www.eleisongroup.com 
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From: 
Sent: 
Tu: 

Subject: 
·Attach: 

Abcdin, Hwna <AbcdinH@statc.gov> 
Thursday, February 5, 2009 6·28 AM 

humamubedi1 I 
Marina print. . 
02050_9 State Clips doc, 020509 State Briefing.doc 

From: Davis, Jennifer L (S Staff) 
To: Abedln, Huma 
Cc: S..;.SpeclalAss1stants 
Sent: Thu Feb 05 06:24:05 2009 
Subject: Press Items, 020509 

Good morning, Humal 

86 
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From: Abedin, Huma <AbedinH@state.gov> 
Thursday, February 5, 2009 8:38 AM 

humamabedi 

Sent: 
To: 86 
Subject: PrintFw: Hum~a------~ 

RELEASE IN 
PART 86 

From: Andrew Tobias 
To: Abedln, Huma 
Sent: Sun Feb 0117:52:46 2009 
Subject: Huma --

Hey, so I asked if I could send you two ideas and you lmm·ediately said yes -

... but then It was literally the Inauguration and then the confirmation and then and first week's madness and now the Super Bowl . 

So on the theory that you NEVER have a slow time, here Is my first Idea: 

==================~=====================================~==========================:========================= 

The US should lead the world In adopting a global minimum wage treaty, requiring each signatory to establish a 
minimum wage - however low - and requiring "best efforts" to raise that wage each year until it reaches the 
median minimum wage for all the signatories. 

All voluntary, but a matter of national pride and -- when quantified this way -- something to shoot for. 

The idea Is for us, a~ the once and future moral leader of the world, and economic engine, to acknowledge the dignity of work 
and attempt to kick off a virtuous cycle. 

E.g., Bangladesh might set its wage at 2 cents a day- but take pride In growing it faster than anyone else in the world, up 50".4 
(reaching 3 cents) within just 5 years. 

Morocco might have a slower· •percenta1e• improvement, but be able to say that in absolute terms, its wage grew faster in a 
particular period than any other African country. 

There can be lots of ways to show progress. The point Is to get everyone trying to show it. 

lo> Mathematically, you can't actually have all countries reach the median - as the median would keep rising as they 
approached it. But what~ great problem to have I 

).;. Zero cost to the U.S. treasury. 

lo> Shows respect to'U.S. labor movement- attempt to break the "race to the bottom." 

) Gives people at the bottom a fairer shake, but also helps employers who WANT to give that fairer shake, 
yet can't now because doing so unilaterally would put them at a competitive disadvantage. 

> If all the competitors in an industry must raise wages, no one competitor is disadvantaged. The price of a 
burger might go up a nickel; the cost of a hotel room, a dollar ... but people will not abandon fast food 
for home cooking over a nickel or sleep in their car over a dollar. 

» If it's not overdone, raising the minimum wage should have far more positive effects than negative. It 
enhances the value of work and personal dignity. It creates more spending power, which ultimately 
enriches the entire national economy, including the wealthy few. 

=~=================================================================:========================================~ 
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So that's it. I had a chance to men~~on thi~ to President Clinton this fall and he liked it, but I wasn't sure how to 
follow up. 

With appropriate spade"work, perhaps The Secretary of State -- standing with President Obama and the Secretary of Labor, John 
Sweeney and the rest -- could unveil the text of this Treaty ("Whereas, the dignity of human labor. , .") in till')e for Labor Day 
Weekend? 

Or even sooner, given the need to change global psychology and give people.hope for the future? 

Idea #2 follows in next email. 

Hug, 

Andy 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Abedin, Huma <AbedinH@state.gov> 

Thursday, February 5, 2009 8:41 AM 

humamabedin 86 
PtintFw: Huma - idea #2 

From: Andrew Tobias 
To: Abedin, Huma 
Sent: Sun Feb 0117:56:46 2009 
Subject: Huma - idea #2 

RELEASE IN 
PART 86 

Here is my second idea, equally tied to our relations with the rest of the world. 

I'm sure you know the endless horror stories of how we treat foreign visitors to our country. 

It's really cut down on potential tourism (and business travel and students wanting to study here). 

Even with ~he US was "on sale," with a plummeting dollar, our tourism numbers weren't nearly as good as, say, the UK. 

So the idea is to spend $1 billion a year to generate an extra $30 billion a year in revenue - at the same time generating 
substantial international good will. 

Imagine the speech : 

"Over the past eight years," the President and Secretary of State and Secretary ofTransportation could 
say on a world stage, "it became distressingly cumbersome and sometimes even unpleasant for visitors 
to enter our country. 

"Yes, we need to protect our citizens by careful screening at customs - and will. But no longer will we 
do this at the expense of hospitality. 

"The following steps will be taken to improve the welcome of visitors to ours shores: 

):.» First, the number of customs agents will be increased as needed to cut the standard wait time at 
our major ports of entry to 20 minutes or less. 

) Second, while our visitors ARE standing in line, they will be offered complimentary hot chocolate 

and tea in the winter; complimentary lemonade and iced tea in the summer. Folding or rolling 
chairs will be provided to those desiring them. Multilingual volunteers - a Greeter Corps, proud 
to show our hospitality-will be available to answer visitor questions while in line. 

"We anticipate the added cost per incoming visitor to be less than $25 - a small price to pay to create a 
favorable first impression on people who, on average, spend $2,000 while they are our guests. 

"We will do this, first, because we are a warm and welcoming people. Second, as a small but real signal 
to the world that 'we're back' - we are rejoining the community of nations. And third, because we want 
the word to spread that America is once again, and as it has always been, a great place to vacation, a 
great place to study, a great place to do business." 
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# 

So that's it. I just pulled the $2,000 figure out of the air, but it has to be something vaguely like that. I 
think it has to be a good investment. 

A huge hug to you and your boss. Please let me know your thoughts (I'm a big boy; I can take straight 
talk). 

Your fan, 

Andy 

·. 
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Frum: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

From: Jin Chon 
To: Abedln, Huma 

Abod111, Huma <AbcdinH@sl!llc gov> 
Thursday, February 5, 2009 fl.51 AM 
hwnamabedm 
Jiu p1intFw M~ei-110-fi-01-· HR__,C 

Sent: Tue Feb 03 17:52:01 2009 
Subject: Fw; Memo for HRC 

86 
!RELEASE IN PART B6l 

Hi Huma - I sent this to your FOH account but it bounced back. lt was great to see you last night. I mentioned 
the memo below to HRC last night and she asked me to get it to her. 

Let me know ifrou have any downtime coming up soon. Would be great to get lunch and catch up. 

Cheers! 

Jin 

Draft Memo 

To: Secretary of State-Designate Hillary Clinton Transition Team 

From: Jin Chon 

Date: January 18, 2009 

Re: Specialty Media in the Age of Secretary Clinton 
Specialty media played a major role in this year's presidential election during both the primary and 
general campaigns by providing.information on key issues to niche audiences. The public hunger for 
news and information about the candidates and their positions ensured that the campaign got regular 
coverage from media sources as diverse as daytime talk shows like The View to Country Music 
Television to ethnic outlets like La Opinion, India Abroad and the Jewish Telegraphic Agency (!TA) 
The heightened interest from specialty media is unlikely to abate as the Obama administration takes over 
the reins of government and begins to address the multitude of challenges facing the nation at home and 
abroad. 

As Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton should tap into this heightened media interest and the enormous 
well of goodwill she has developed with many of these specialty media outlets through her time in the 
Senate and especially from her presidential campaign. Unlike the elite, Inside-the-Beltway reporters 
who are constantly on the hunt for controversy and internal friction within the administration, specialty 
media outlets are more focused on substantive policy issues and want to find ways to connect these 
complex issues to a human face: Further, the thirst for access from these outlets puts the State 
Department in a position of strength in negotiating amount of coverage and topics to be discussed. Many 
will agree to do a written Q&A or restrict questioning to previously approved topics. These outlets can 
create vital support for official policy or. pending legislation among key domestic constituency groups 
but also create momentum for policy abroad As the media environment continues to become more and 
more globally interconnected, it will be critical for the leadership of the State Department to leverage all 
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of these media opportunities to amplify and deliver messages that advance policymaking. 

For the most parl, specially media outlets have been vastly underutili:ted by the leadership of the State 
Department, instead relying heavily on the Sunday shows and network and cable news io communicate 
the administration's foreign policy agenda. For example, of the over 550 media interviews Secretary 
Rice conducted during her tenure (does not include media availabilities or press conferences) only a 
handful of those can be considered to be with specialty media In fact, she only did five interviews with 
outlets that reach the African-American community (2 with Ebony, 1 each with Es~·ence, American 
Urban Rod10, and 'J'av;s Smiley) and even though many ethnic specialty media outlets have operations in 
the U.S., she rarely did interviews with them stateside and instead, would do brief interviews during a 
trip to that region. Most of the specialty media that Secretary Rice did was in the world of sports, 
demonstrating her devotion to sports like football and golf. 

Unlike previous Secretaries of State, Hillary Clinton will come to the State Department with a national 
constituency who can be grassroots voices to their Members of Congress and the White House She will 
have unparalleled star power and abilities to use her brand to turn good policy ideas into concrete 
programs. Specialty media can be an important tool in achieving this vision. This memo provides an 
analysis of the specialty media interviews conducted by Secretary Rice and outlines opportunities for the 
incoming leadership of the State Department to fully leverage the unique opportunities presented by 
specialty media outlets. 

Women 

Even though Secretary Rice is only the second woman to be appointed Secretary of State, she had 
relatively little interaction with media that reaches women. And while she spoke about various 
women's issues throughout her tenure, Secretary Rice did little to engage the public at large to advance 
important policy issues like microfinance and human trafficking. In fact, she only did three interviews 
that specifically reach women: PF,'OPU~ Magazine in December 2008, Girl Scouf Magazine in . 
September 2008, and iVillage.com in May 2007. 

Hillary Clinton has made it clear that she will be a strong advocate for women's rights and economic 
and educational opportunity But in order to increase funding for these types of programs, she will need 
the help of supporters from around the country to secure Congressional approval. Here are a few ways 
that Hillary Clinton can use specialty media to build support for her agenda: 

• Daytime Talk Shows - Politics and public policy have become staple topics of daytime talk 
shows like no other time in history. The line between daytime talk shows and hard news becomes 
more and more blurred as headlines in one realm make headlines in the other 

o Oprah - In the world of daytime talk, Oprah continues to dominate and in the past few 
years, she has tackled many important foreign policy issues that are often ignored by 
mainstream press. For example, she has recently done shows dedicated to genocide in 
Darfur, the violence in the Democratic Republic of Congo, and the Lord's Resistance Anny 
in Uganda. These shows are often led by special correspondents J.,isa Ling and CNN's 
Anderson Cooper. Oprah's influence goes beyond the 8 million in the U.S. who watch her 
show daily but extends to the millions who watch her in 139 countries. In the past year, she 
has worked to incorporate her international audience by using Skype technology to have real 
viewers from around the world ask questions to her guests. 

o Ellen - While Ellen does not spend many shows dealing with serious foreign policy 
issues, she does use her show to support important causes and raise money for them . Further, 
her show is syndicated internationally to ten countries, including Canada, Australia, and 
India. She is a big supporter of Hillary Clinton and is willing to use her platform to help 
promote the agenda of the new Secretary of State. 
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o The View- What The View lacks in international distribution, it makes up for it by 
creating a media echo chamber based on the intense discussions that take place every 
weekday during the Hot Topics segments. While, foreign affairs have only been an 
occasional topic on the show, now with Hillary Clinton as Secretary of State, that level is 
expected to spike dramatically. The influence of the show on Americans' understanding· of 
foreign policy is already evident. For example, when President Ahmadinejad spoke at 
Columbia University, Whoopi Goldberg provided the audience with tips on how to 
pronounce his name [say I'M A DINNER JACKET] and in a recent show discussing Hillary 
Clinton's appointment to Secretary of State, Whoopi mentioned how she would like to be the 
Ambassador to Hungary. Later that day, the former Hungarian ambassador to the U.S. 
posted a YouTube video singing a song and inviting Whoopi to Hungary as his special guest 
and then The View showed the video during Hot Topics the next day. 

• Entertainment News Shows - Coverage of politics exploded on all the entertainment news 
shows this year and they continue to cover the new administration regularly Hillary Clinton did 
numerous interviews with Entertainment Tonight/The Insider, Access Hollywood, EXTRA, and 
Inside Edition during the campaign. Together these shows reach an audience of 25 million viewers 
everyday. Working with these outlets can help shape Americans' opinion of foreign policy and 
provide a human face to the issues that the State Department is promoting. 

• National Radio - National radio shows are an easy and effective way to reach an enormous 
audience. Two shows in particular should be a target for the leadership of the State Department: 

o Delilah - The Delilah show broadcasts for four hours every weekday and reaches 10 
million people in over 200 media markets. Delilah herself is a major advocate for adoption 
and foster care. She also has her own foundation called Point Hope which provides 
resources for Liberian refugees based in Ghana 
o Ryan Seacrest Morning Show - As host of American Idol, E News, and his own 
nationally-syndicated morning show, an interview with Ryan Seacrest gets amplified many 
times over He has also been active on important global issues, championing the annual Idol 
Gives Back show, which provides fund for charities, including Malaria No More, The Global 
Fund for HIV/AIDS, and Save the Children. 

• Magazines - Many American women's magazines have international editions that share brand 
identity and monthly content. One idea would be to have Secretary Clinton author a monthly 
column in one of these magazines like Glamnur, which has editions in the UK, Italy, Germany, 
France, Spain, Russia, Mexico, Greece, South Africa, Hungary, The Netherlands, Sweden, and 
Romania. Also, placing human interest stories that reflect specific policies in publications like 
PEOPLE and US Weekly will be important ways to reach American women 

Ethnic Media 

While ethnic media played an important role in the campaign, the influence of these outlets among 
domestic constituency groups and in tum, audiences abroad cannot be understated as Hillary Clinton 
becomes the next Secretary of State and addresses the crises affecting their homelands. There are many 
opportunities to engage these publications beyond one-on-one interviews. These publications would be 
extremely happy to accept written Q&A interviews, op-eds, etc 

• Arab Media: In her four years as head of the State Department, Secretary Rice did 33 interviews 
with Arab television network, more than any other non-US network or cable station She regularly 
did interviews with Al Arabiya, Al-Hurra, and BBC Arabic Television. She did not do any 
interviews with Al-Jazeera. However, as much as she provided access to Arab media overseas, she 
did not do any interviews with domestic Arab American media, which could have helpful in building 
support for the administration's policies for a very complicated region And while most Arab 
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American media is local, there is a station call Middle Eastern Broadcasting Network (MBN) based 
in the Detroit-area that gets wider reach (distribution in MI, VA, and by satellite) and has much 
stronger penetration among this key constituency. Cultivating US-based Arab American media can 
be an important way to change the impression that Americans are largely anti-Arab/Muslim by 
demonstrating that there is a vibrant and thriving community here at home. 

• Jewish/Israeli Press: Secretary Rice conducted eight interviews with Jewish or Israeli press -
most of the interviews took place in Israel. But, it's important to note that domestic outlets like JT A 
and The Forward as well as Israeli newspapers like Haaretz and Jemsa/em Post have a strong 
Washington presence. 

• Korean Press: Even with the intense negotiations around the North Korean nuclear program, 
Secretary Rice only did four interviews with Korean television media and it all took place during her 
trips to Asia. She did not do any interviews with the Korean newspapers, Korea Daily or Korea 
Times even though they have wide circulation in several major American markets (New York, Los 
Angeles, Chicago, Washington, DC, etc.). Engaging the Korean American reporters in the U.S. on a 
regular basis can help shape the views of not only the Korean American community here but also 
impact public opinion on the peninsula. 

• Chinese Press: Based on the transcripts on the State Department Web site, it does not appear that 
Secretary Rice did any interviews with Chinese or Chinese-American media outlets. That's 
unfortunate considering that newspapers like Sing Tao Daily and World Joumal have reporters in 
Washington and regularly cover American foreign policy . Sing Tao Daily is Hong Kong's second 
largest newspaper and has 16 international editions. Sing Tao Daily has several U.S. bureaus. 
including Washington, DC, New York, Los Angeles, and San Francisco, just to name a few. World 
Journal is owned by UDN Group, one of the largest media companies in Taiwan, and has the highest 
readership of any Chinese newspaper in the U.S. with circulation in almost every major American 
city. 

• Indian/Pakistani Press: In four years, Secretary Rice conducted only four interviews with Indian 
or Pakistani media. She did three interviews in March 2005 (Pakistani Television, India Toady, and 
NDTV) and another one with Zee News in March 2006. Yet with the many challenges in the reason, 
it will be important for the leadership of the State Department to engage the media in this region. 
The most important reporter to reach out to is Aziz Haniffa, Managing Editor for India Abroad, 
which is owned by the Indian Internet news site, rediffcom. Aziz has very good contacts within the 
Indian-American political community. The only high-level person that Aziz has interviewed at the 
State Department during the Bush administration was Nicholas Burns in January 2006. Aziz has 
already reported that Rahul Verna will be appointed to Assistant Secretary for State for Legislative 
Affairs. 

• Hispanic Press · Secretary Rice did 15 interviews with Hispanic media, most of it with the 
international networks like Univision, Telemundo, Televisa, and CNN en Espagnol However, she 
largely avoided Hispanic print media and never sat down with a reporter from EFE, the fourth 
largest newswire in the world. In addition to the standard news shows for the major Spanish
language television networks, Hillary Clinton should also look at sitting down with prominent media 
figures like Don Francisco and Cristina Saralegui. In order to ensure that the Latino community in 
the U.S. knows all the work being done on the Latin American front, radio personalities like Piolin 
should be engaged and given access to the Secretary. 

• African American Press: As mentioned earlier, Secretary Rice did few interviews with the Black 
press but as the new administration comes to power, it is clear that there will be heightened coverage 
of the all its activities For example, Ebony/JET and Essence have both announced that they will be 
hiring full-time White House correspondents. joining April Ryan of American Urban Radio 
Networks. In addition, it will be important to communicate with media from organizations like The 
Trotter Group and NNPA. Lastly, reaching out to radio hosts like Tom Joyner and Steve Harvey 
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will be important ways to ensure that the State Department is getting its message out to the African
American community. 

Other Important Specialty Media 

• Late Night Talk Shows- Shows like Late Night with David Letterman, The Tonight Show, and 
The Daily Show will be keeping close tabs on Secretary Clinton's activities and no doubt, find 
whatever they can for comedic value. With Conan O'Brien shifting to The Tonight Show slot in 
May 2009 and Jay Leno getting his own weekday prime time spot at 10 pm, there will even more 
opporlunily lo work with these shows lo bring a of mix light and more serious topics Lo the 
American public. " 

• MTV - In February 2002, Secretary Colin Powell participated in a forum with young people 
around the world. That would be the last contact that MTV had with the Bush administration until 
Secretary Rice sat down with Gideon Yago in September 2006. Communicating with young people 
around the world should be a priority for Secretary Clinton and the State Department should 
consider working.with MTV to host an annual global forum, like the one Secretary Powell did in 
2002. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attach: 

Abcdin, Huma <AbcdinH@statc.gov> 
Thursday, February 5, 2009 8:52 AM 
humamabedi.!\ ____ ] 

PrintFw; Bono 

Foward Thinking Profile.doc 

From: Lucy Matthew 
To: Abedln, Huma 
Sent: Wed Feb 04 11:30:57 2009 
Subject: Bono 

86 
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Huma, hi! How are you in the new digs ... Please find below an email from Bono for the Secretary with attachment ... 
Thanks, and hope you are well, Lucy 

Secretary Hillary, 

How is the new job .... hope you are settling in ok ... Chelsea keeps an eye on our Jordan in Colombia, what a delight she· 
is. 

This is very short notice and probably impossible, and I'd like to emphasize this is not my subject at all .- but I found 
these people, Forward Thinking, who work on the Middle East, to be very inspiring. One of them is an Irish priest (of 
course)... They really do seem to have a relationship with the Israeli hard right as well as Hamas which is apparently 
unique for a western organization. I'm sure Gordon Brown knows of them th rough the UK Ambassador to the UN Jeremy 
Greenstock who is advising and and working with them. 

It turns out that Sir Jeremy is in the capitol this Friday- Forward Thinking has asked if I would recommend him and them 
to you for a meeting. Its Impossibly short notice, and I'm sure you must be inundated with people wanting to give you 
their take. You may know him anyway. If you as I suspect have zero time, or they do not check out, please ignore this 
request. I'm only writing at their request because they certainly seemed like the real deal to me, and what they said 
made a lot of sense. 

I'm sending along some Info and contact details and will leave with you do to as you please. 

Next time I write it will be about our shared passion, justice for the poorest of the poor ... or an invitation to a U2 gig .. .I 
promise. 

Love, 
Bono 

PS hi to your hubby. 
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FORWARD THINKING PROFILE 

Oliver McTeman, Director 

Office: +442077342303 

86 
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Forward Thinking was founded in 2004 as an independent non-denominational UK registered 
charity. We are a demand-driven, facilitative organisation that works: 

• To promote a more inclusive peace process in the Middle East. 

• To facilitate a global dialogue between the religious and sec4lar political worlds. 

• To promote in the UK greater understanding and confidence between the diverse 
grassroots Muslim conununities and the wider society including the Media and the 
British establishment. · 

Our Middle East Initiative is based on the belief that a durable peace agreement to end the 
Israeli-Palestinian conflict can only be achieved through the active participation of those who 
are regarded as political or religious hardliners. Whatever its achievements, a main 
shortcoming of the Oslo agreements was a steadfast failure to recognise the necessity of 
including religious and ideological conservatives on both sides in the process This legacy has 
resu1ted in a situation in which significant players on both sides were not included in and 
definitely do not identify with the principles upon which these previous negotiations were 
based. Forward Thinking believes as long as the voices of non-convinced constituencies are 
not included in the dialogue, no long-term and sustainable solution can be reached .Our prime 
focus is to promote a more inclusive peace process through dialogue with key Israeli and 
Palestinian stakeholders and political/religious leaders who previously had been unengaged. 

Over the past four years we have formed credible working relationships and trust with a 
number of key political players on both sides of the conflict. In the Israeli Knesset we have 
established a cross party group of members who represent mainly nght wing const1tuenc1es 
that have not previously being part of the peace dialogue: these include Likud, SHAS, 
Kadima, Labour and Yisrael Beiteinu parties. On the Palestinian side we are in dialogue with 
the reform minded members of the Fatah movement as well as with the leaders ofHamas and 
Islamic Jihad We have regular unilateral meetings, working on the principle of total 
transparency, each side knowing who our other partner~ are. Our experience suggests that 
behind the rhetoric of rejection currently voiced by both Palestinian and Israeli hard-liners, 
both recognise the heed to deal with the other. 

Our goal is to prepare both sides for direct engagement when the timing is appropriate. We 
hold regular meetings with policy makers from the international community to discuss the 
situation in the region. Our main achievement in the past year was to establish with the 
financial support of the S\\-iss Government The Palestmian Institute for the Study of Conflict 
Resolution and Governance in Gaza. The centre provides a neutral space for members of the 
vanous political factions lo meet as well as training in conflict resolution theory and pracllce. 
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Our Global DiaJogue Initiative is based on lhe belief that the resolution of some political 
conflicts that fuel Islarmc-Western polariz.at1on may be impossible without a greater 
involvement of religious, social and political movements by more secular political leaders 
and policy-makers. We seek to foster deeper understanding, respect, and relationships of trust 
- which may subsequently form the basis for cooperative action - amongst leaders and 
activists from four sectors: 

• European political leaders and policy-makers; 
• American political leaders and policy-makers; 
• Influential Muslim faith-based and faith-motivated social and political activists; 
• Influential Christian faith-based and fa.1th-motivated social and political activists (esp. 

American Evangelicals). 

In partnership with the UN Alliance of Civilizations, the King Faisal Center for Research and 
Islamic Studies, the Turkish Institue SETA and the Swiss Ministry ofForeign Affairs, 
Forward Thinking took the lead in convening meetings in Nyon and Lisbon aimed at helping 
to bridge both secular-religious divides as well as perceived Muslim-Western divides. The 
Lisbon meeting was hosted by the Portuguese Government. The Spanish and Turkish 
governments have agreed to host future meetings. 

FT UK Programme aims to help grassroots Muslim communities to engage with the 
Establistunent and the wider British society without fearing the loss of their faith identity 
We work in partnership with a large number of culturally and religiously diverse Muslim 
communities and groups across the UK. We do not claim to represent any particular group or 
community. We recognize the importance of Muslims retaining a strong faith identity whilst 
bemg engaged fully with the rest of British society. To .achieve these goals we provide 
capacity building support to a number of Muslim charitable organizations working at a local 
and national level. As we enjoy unique access lo many isolated communities we have been 
engaged by the Home Office to organize regular two day educational visits for senior 
government staff and policy decision makers to diverse grassroots communities. We hold 
regular meetings for young people and community leaders. We work in partnership with 
Muslim organizations in addressing issues of concern. We organize meetings for Journalists 
and broadcasters to help create greater understanding of faith issues and community 
concerns. 

Organizational Structure 

To remain an effective demand driven organization Fof"Ward Thinking's goal is to remain 
lean and flexible. We operate from a rent free shared office space in central London with a 
small staff of six, two of whom are part lime. We have a board of three trustees to whom lhe 
staff is accountable. We have a larger group of d1stingu1shed international advisors who are 
available to provide diplomatic, political, and theological guidance to the staff and the board 
of trustees as required. 

OJ McTeman 
Director 
December 2008 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

williamsbarre ...__ __ 
Thursday, February 5, 2009 10:52 AM 
hdr22@clintonemail.com 
Re: State Department Paperwork 

86 

In ameeting all day but robby and I have discussed please include hin in discussions. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBeny 

From: "H" 
Date: Thu, 5 Feb 2009 14:28:16 +0000 
To: Mills, Cheryl D<MillsCD@state.gov>; Maggie Williams<williamsbarret _ 
Subject: Re: State Department Papenvork 

Let's discuss as soon as I get in. 

From: "Mills, Cheryl D" · 
Date: Thu, 5 Feb 2009 08:26:34 -0500 
To: <williamsbarre ; <hdr22@clintonemail.com> 
Subject: FW: State Department Paperwork 

HRC/Maggie: 

FYI in case Tamera· raises any issues or concerns . 

RELEASE IN 
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>; <hdr22@clintonemail.com> 

. 1 asked Heather to send her an email regarding staff who were getting paperwork because they were slated to come in 
the building. 

There is a larger management Issue I want to discuss with you . 

cdm 

From: Samuelson, Heather F 
Sent: Wednes~~'l, February 04, 2009 8:31 PM 
To: 'Luuattq ~ 
Cc: Mills, Cheryl D;l"Obymoo~ I 
Subject: State Department Paperwork 

Tamera, 

I wanted to let you know that I plan to send the State Department's hiring paperwork to the following Senate staffers. 

While we do not have start dates for them yet, nor do we know which office/ bureau they will be assigned to, we 
w~nted to get them started on the hiring paperwork. 

Please let me if you have any questions or concerns. 

Many thanks, 

Heather 

; 02 647-0646 office 
~-,-- __ j:ell 86 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Cheryl Mills 
Friday, February , 2b 9 6:39 
hdr22@clintonemail.com 
FW '. Quote of the Day 

FYI (if they on~y knew ... we're winging it too!) 

From: DelPiano, Matt 
5ent: Thursday, February OS, 2009 5:12 PM 
To: Klves, Michael; O'Connor, David 
Subject: Quote of the Day 

86 RELEASE IN 
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"Obama is winging it. He has one hundred and forty people In the White House and none of them know what they are doin1. 
The only person that Is being smart, thou1htful and measured is .... Hlllary Rodham Clinton" 

• Karl Rove to Matt De/Piano 
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From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Abedm, Hwna <t\bedin.H@state.gov> 
Fndny, February 6, 2001) 7:05 AM 

hwuamabedi~ J 86 
Manna print 
020609 State Clips.doc; 020609 State Briefing doc 

From: Davis, Jennifer L (S Staff) 
To: Abedln, Huma 
Cc: S_SpecialA.sslstants 
Sent: Fn Feb 06 06:12:10 2009 
Subjec~: Press Items 020609 

Morning, Huma. 

., 
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From: 
Sent.: 
To: 
Subject: 

Congratulations 

H <hdr22@clinton~mail .com> 

Friday, February 6, 2009 9:00 PM 
Tamera Luzzatto <tarn era _luzzatto@cl i nton. senate.gov> 
Re: Update 

'-----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Hope you're well--H 
-·····Original Message-·--· 
From: Tamera Luzzatto 
To: 'hdr22@clintonemail.com' 
Sent: Feb 5, 2009 3:43 ~M · 
Subject: Update · 

Sony for any repetition but my report from Senate Land is: 

86 
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Good progress it seems for Gillibrand. Oractically lives there, and not an easy process for everyone. Some of our staff like mail 
room are volunteering. 

Dvill give them post March ti me 
L-...~~~~~~~~-----~~~~----' 

,__ _____ ___,!are ~w happy Gillibrand staff in DC. 

CJ seems to making great progress in finalizing NYC and regional hires, roles, and salaries. KG's CoS is fine abt potential of some 
NYC pple going to State -- would rather get their help right away to get systems in place. 

And related to Starec=J is a pleasure. Feels like virtually all staff arc getting signals they need, hired by KG, hearing of good 
chance to be at State, or nearing something else. 

Love, T 

MA nQtn1 t?n1" 
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From: 
Sent: 
'To: 

. Luzzatto. Tamera (Clinton) <Tamcra_Luzzatto@clinton.scnatc.gov> 
Friday, February 6, 2009 9:40 PM 

'hdr22@clintonemail.com'; 'AbedinH@state.gov' 
Subject: Fw: Confidential 

I doubt this was sent to just me, so checking if you got too 

••••• Onginal Message ·•••• 
From BIJI Whitet__,_~-----

Sent: Fri Feb 06 20· 59:08 2009 
Suhjecl: Confidt:nlial 

86 
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From: 
Sent: 

Mills, Cheryl D <MillsCl>@state.gov> 
Saturdo.y, February 7, 20096 41 AM 

To: Sullivan, Jacob J <SullivanJJ@state.gov>; Slaughter, AIUle-Mane <SlaughterA@state.gov>,Chollet, Derek H 

Cc: 
Subject: 
Attach: 

<ChollctDH@statc gov>~ Slaughter, AIUlc-Maric <SlaughtcrA@statc.gov>; Muscatine, Lissa 
<MuscntineL@stnte.gov> 
Lew, Jacob J <LewJJ@state.gov> 
FW: Forget State vs. Treasury -NY TIMES OP-ED 
nytlogol 53x23.gtf; Op-Ed Contributors - Troiisitlons - Forget State vs Treasury - NYTimes com htm 

FYI - See note and op ed below 
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" ..................................................... ....................................................... ... 86 ............................................ ·: ....... ............................................... ............................... . 
From: Hormats, Robe 
Sent: Friday, February 'Ol>."2009 6:27 PM 
To: Mills, Cheryl D 
Subject: Forget State vs. Treasury ·NY TIMES OP-ED 

I 

«Op-Ed Contributors - Transitions - Forget State vs. Treasury - NYTimes.com.htm» 

It was great lo see'you last night. I very much enjoyed our conversation. 

Hello Cheryl, 

One point that I wanted to follow up on was the discussion of countries looking inward to resolve their financial/economic problems. I think 
we need to be very careful on that issue. Doing that, especially If It Involves even a little protection, Invites others to do the same. And 
exports necessary for us to get out of our downward spiral. 

The attached piece, which I mentioned in our discussion, focuses on this topic. I think that the history here is highly relevant to Hillary's trip 
and the crisis we face today. 

I hope you and she find It of interest. 

Have a great weekend. 

Best regards, 
Bob Hormats 

Opinion 

Forget State vs. Treasury 

Dy RODilRT HORMA TS and DAVID M. KENNEDY 
Published: November 29, 2008 

.... 
AMONG the parallels between our present financial tunnoil and the Great Depression of the 1930s, few are more important to understand than U1e 
implications of economic upheaval for national secunty. One lesson from the Depression bears repeating loudly: Economic policy and foreign policy 
are not two distinct domains They constitute a strategic nexus whose intercormecllons we ignore at our pen I. . . 
The perception that the Uruted States was too enfeebled by its domestic travBJls to defend tis interests emboldened Japan to invade Manchuria in 
1931 . The spectacle of Depression-era America continued to feed Japanese aggression, leading eventually to the brazen gamble that a single blow al 
Pearl Harbor might so demoralize the economically enervated Americans that the)' would throw m the towel and leave Asia to Japan 

In the 1930s, a~ now, m the race or severe economic an11clion the lempl!ll1on wa~ strong lo tum mward, lo "p_ul our own house m ordd' and l.:nd lo 
the mtemational neighborhood later. That was Franklin Roosevelt's pohcy in 1933 "Our intemattonal trade relations, though vastly unpo1ta11t, are in 
point of time and necessity secondary to the establishment of a sound national economy," he said in his first inaugural address. 

Accordingly, Roosevelt left unchallenged the Smoot-Hawley Tariff passed during the Hoover admirustratton, and he. added some nationalist 
meaSl.U'es of his own. Perhaps his worst dec1s1on was to scuttle London's World Economic Conference m l 933, convened to discuss mtemahonal 
debt rescheduling, exchange-rote sto bilizotion ond the restomtion of the gold stnndard. The conference afforded the Jost, desperate chnnce to deliver o 
concertal inlt:m11bonal counterpunch to the worldwide ueprelll!ion. Yet Roosevelt elfoct1vely withdrew th.: Anu:r1c~n ueleg11tion m July hy decluring 
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that the Uiuted States would have no further truck with the "old fetishes of so-called mtemational bankers." 

Among those '"ho drew malign conclusions was Hitler. Watching events from his Berlin ch11ncellery, he calcula1ed thal the economic weakness of 
his odversanes opened vistas of opportunity for conquest. The inability of the democrnc1es to cooperote economically portended therr mnbtlity to 
cooperate militarily or diplomatically And the aihng economy that wos driv ing U1e United Stoles inward removed America from Hitler's geopolitical 
calculus altogether 

On Nov. 5, 1937, having re-armed Gemlally in violation of its Versailles Treaty obligations, Hitler presented his semor political and militru) officials 
with en exhaustive blueprmt for aggression Over four hours, he analyzed m detail the probable reactions of other powers, mcluding Bnlain, France, 
Russia, Italy, Japan, Belgium and Czechoslovakia. He did not even mentmn the United States, which he deemed mcapable of offe ring senous 
resistance By going AWOL in London in 1933, Roosevelt emboldened the man whose anned forces he would have to confront on the beaches of 
Nomumdy n decade later. 

Depression and war were harsh teachers, but the lesson was leamed. Surveying !he economic chaos that had helped precipitate the war, Hany Vexter 
White, a Treasury Department official who was the principal architect of the Imemattonal Monetary Fw1d and the World Bank, wanted in 1942 that 
"the absence of a high degree of economic collaborellon among ti1e leading nn11ons will , during the com mg decade, u1evitably result in economic 
warfare that Wlll be but the prelude and instigator of military warfare on an even vaster scale." 

At war's end, American leaders started initiatives that replaced the discredited pohcies of economic nationalism with new rules and instatu11ons to 
avert protectionism and exchange-rate turrno1l, and to foster expanded international trade and investment. For more limn two generations, ti1e IMF., 
the World B1111k aml the General Agreement on Tanffs and Trade (lalt:r the World Trude Organization) ( .. hd much lo underwrite glohul pohhcal 
stability as well as America's and the world's prospenty. · • 

To govern is to choose, but economic versus foreign policy is a false choice. The national security stakes are too lugh to allow aggressors or terrorists 
to conclude that Amenca is too economically distracted to defend its mterests. And global peace and prosperity, including economic growth in 
foreign markets and the flow of capital on which the Umtcd States 1s dependent, remain highly unprobablc without continued - mdccd, rcncwc<l -
American leadership, political as well as economic 

I\ crucial test of goverrung awaits the Obama administration. II must pursue econonuc recovery et home end around tile globe and lhe reinvigoration 
of multilateral coordmation abroad. Failure to revive the saggmg domestic econom)' wtll make broader security and foreign policy goals more 
di fficull to accomplish, as i\.mencans seek refuge m econonuc national ism and foreigners Jose confidence in Washinglon 's leadership. The political 
and economic cooperauon needed to resolve the cWTent crisis is as essenl.lal to America 's domestic well-being as 1t 1s to the successful pll!lluit of our 
worldWJde strategic interests. · 

The Depression and World War II were not two distinct events Depression incubated war. The war, in nrrn, gove buth to the array of mu.ltilnteml 
inshtut1ons that long served to avert another global economic crisis. Keeping that relal.lonship m mmd now can help this country to resist, and 
t:ncourage oUtt:l'll to resisl, pn:ssuri:s for inw11nl-looking tn1tle aml i.nveslmenl pohcu:~ antl w1Uulrdwal from mlt:m11liomd t:ng11gemi:nl .. 

It took a depression and a war to uansform an older order. If we act swiftly and smartly, ours may be a happier fate. We have what ma)' well be a 
once-m-a-lifetime opportunity to build an mtemational economic architecture for a new century and m the process bolster our secunty. If we don 't 
seize it, we may be doomed to repeat some pretty nasty history 

Robert Hom1alli, 11 managing director of Goldman Sachs, is the author of "The Price ol' Ltberly Paying li>r Amerii.:a 's Wan; From Lhe Revolution lo 
the War on Terror" David M Kennedy is a professor ofhislory atSU!nford antl the aulhor of"Freedom From Ft!ar. The /\mencan Ptiople in 

Depression and War, 1929-1945." 

More Articles in Oninion )) A version of this article appeared in pnnt on November 30, 2008, on page WK9 of the New York edition. 

) 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

H <hdr22@clintonemail.com> 
Saturday, February 7, 2009 10:08 AM 
HumaAbedin 

86 

L__~~~~~~~~--' 

Subject: Re: 

I'm talking to him now. 

From: "Ruma Abed.in" 
Date: Sat, 7 Feb 2009 09:58:00 -0500 
To: <hdr22@clintonemail.com> 
Sub,ject: Re: 

Trying to track him down 

-----Origmal Message-----
Frorn. H <hdr22@clintonema1l.com> 
To. Hurna Alxxlin 
Sent: Sot Feb 07 09:47'28 2009 
Subject: Re 

I tned but no answer. Can you track him down and cormect to the house 
------Ong inal Message------
From. Huma Abedin 
To: hdr22@clintonemail.com 
Sent: Feb 7, 2009 8.41 AM 
Subject: 

Richard Ho!brooke askin,g to speak. 
He's on cell! =i 

86 
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From: 
Sent: 

Tu: 

Subject:" 

I will call you now 

Cheryl Mills~---------' 
Sunday, February 8, 2009 7 23 AM 

hdr22@clintonemail.com 
RE: Follow up 

·····Original Message····· 
From· H [ma111o;hdr22@clin1onemai1 .com) 
Sent: Sunday, February 08, 2009 5:48 AM 
To: Cheryl Mills ' 
Subje~t· Follow up 

When can you lalk this am? 

86 
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Frum: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

H <hdr22@clintom:nuul.com> 

Sunda}", Fe' 8, 2009 9·411 AM. 

Hwna Abedu1 L 
Re Reminder ~--------~ 

86 

I did but I was never given a lime and II was not on the schedule so I lhoughl 11 couldn't be arrang.:ci 
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From· ''Huma Abcdm"' 
Date Sun, 8 Feb 2009 09:28"43 -0500 
To. <hdr22@chnlonemail.com> 
SubjL-ct. Ri: Rt:1nimli:r 

Claire and llluren had aminged. My under!lAJ1ding is you agreed to do 11 today. 

····.Onginol Message--·-· 
Jlrnm· M <hdr21@clintnnemail.cnn1> 
To. lluma /\bedin 
Sent. Sun l'eb 08 09:23 48 2009 
Suhjecl: Re· Reminder 

I did not know so thx for the head!up. Who should hove told me'l ll's not 011 the schedule Lona sent me. Ille only thing 011 that is the shunle 
·-·---Ori&inal Message··--· 
From. Huma Abedin 
To· hdr22@clmlon1nrn1I com 
Cc O•Cllf Flore. 
Sent· Feb 8. 2009 9:0 I AM 
Suhjccl: Remind~'!" 

.htRt a reminder, ynu have your I l :lOam call with an1huudnr l)•n crnclccr tnday. Or• '"II cnnncct call tn hnu<c 
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' From: Jake Sulltvan 
Sent: 

·~~~~~~~~~ 

Sunday, February 8, 2009 5:54 PM 86 
To: hdr22@clintonemail.com 
Subject: NYT story on Japanese layoffs 

In case you hadn't seen: 

http://www.nytimes.com/2009/02/08/wodd/asia/08iapan.html? r=l&ref=world 

February 8, 2009 

In Japan, New Jobless May Lack Safety Net 
By MARTIN FACKLER 

RELEASE IN 
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OITA, Ww.1 - Koji Hirano said his "mind went blank" with disbelief when he and other workers at a Canon digital camera factory in 
this southern city were suddenly called into a cafeteria in late October and told they were being laid off. 

The shock turned to fear when they were also ordered to vacate their employer-provided apartments, a common job benefit here. With 
no savings from his monthly take-home pay of as little as $700, he said, he faced certain homelessness 

"They were going to kick us out into the winter cold to die," said Mr. Hirano, 4 7. 

The current economic crisis has spread joblessness and distress across the world, and Japan has been no exception - witl1 output 
plunging at historic rates, the unemployment rate leapt to 4.4 percent in December from 3. 9 percent the montl1 before. But what has 
proved more shocking has been the fact that so many of those laid off have been so vulnerable, with hundreds and perhaps thousands 
finding themselves cast into the streets. 

Mr. Hirano and the others laid off by Canon are part of a new subclass of Japanese workers created during a decade of American-style 
deregulation. As short-term employees they have none of the rights of so-<:alled salarymen or even the factory workers for Japan's 
legions of small manufacturers. · 

To make matters worse, they can expect little in the way of unemployment or welfare benefits. In Japan, a country with little 
experience ~fwidespread unemployment until recenlly, tl1ere is an inadequate safely net for laid-off workers. 

According to U1e Labor Ministry, about 131,000 layoITs have been announced since October Of U1ose, only about 6,000 were culled 
from the majority of Japanese workers who hold traditional full-time jobs, which are still often held for life. The overwhelming 
majority - some 125,000, the ministry says - are so-called nonregular workers, who are sent by staffing agencies or hired on short
tenn contracts with lower pay, fewer benefits and none of the legal protections against layoffs of regular full-time employees. 

Mr. Hirano and other fonner temporary workers at Canon were allowed to stay in their apartments for a few extra months after a 
public outcry reached all the way to the prime minister. But others have not been so lucky. Over the New Year holiday some 500 
disgruntled fonner temporary workers made homeless by layoffs built an impromptu tent city in a Tokyo park adjacent to the Labor 
Ministry. 

As never before, the global downturn has driven home how a decade of economic transfonnation has eroded Japan's gentler version of 
capitalism, in which companies once laid off employees only as a last resort. 

"Tius recession has opened the nation's eyes to its growing social inequalities," said Masahiro Abe, a professor at Dokkyo University 
who specializes in labor relabons. "There is a whole population of workers who are outside the traditional support net." 

Until a decade ago, nonregular workers accounted for less than a quarter of Japan's total work force, and included subcontractors and 
others outside tl1e lifetime employment system as well as students or homemakers working part-tune jobs at restaurants or 
convenience stores. 

But the number of nonregular workers took off after an easing of labor laws in 1999 and again in 2004 allowed temporary workers to 
work on factory lines and mother jobs once largely restricted to full-time workers During Japan's economic recovery in this decade. 
companies added millions ofless ex'J)Cnsive temporarv emplove«?s while continuing to reduce overall numbers of full-time staff. 
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Today, 34.5 percent of Japan's 55.3 million workers are nonregular employees, including many primary breadwinners for households, 
according to the Internal Affairs MinisUy. 

Under the nation's traditional company-centered social welfare system, created after World War II, companies were expected to look 
after employees until retirement and beyond, serving as the main conduit for pensions and other benefits, and keeping jobless rosters 
empty by not laying off workers. 

Even the limited governmentjob-loss benefits were devised with lifetime employees in mind. To receive unemployment insurance, for 
instance, workers must have held the same job for at least a year, cffcctivcly"cxcluding most temporary workers, whose contmcts can 
be as short as two months. This has left at least half of Japan's 17.8 million nonregular workers ineligible for unemployment aid, say 
labor experts and Labor Ministry officials. 

According to the Organiz.a1ion for Economic Cooperation and Development. Japan spends about 0. 3 percent of its gross domestic 
product on unemployment benefits, far below Western European countries and about the same as the United States, which tolerates far 
more social dislocation and poverty Uian Japan. 

According to labor experts and Labor Mjnistry officials, Japan needs to revamp the system to fit a more dynamic labor market in 
which not all jobs are held for life, and 10 prevent layoffs from being so financially devastating. 

"Japan's social safety net has failed to keep up with changes in the labor market," said Yusuke Inoue, a section chief in the Labor 
MinisUy's bureau of stable employment. "We must build a safety net that suits this more deregulated working environment." 

After a public outcry, Tokyo has promised to ex"J)and unemployment benefits to those who have worked six months or more. The 
government has also tried to shore up the tnul1tional system by pressuring companies to elevate more nonreguJar workers to full-time 
status, with Prime Minister Taro Asa telling companies in December tliat "regular employment is best " 

Some of the first layoffs to gain national attention were at two Canon factories in Oita, where some I, 100 temporary workers were let 
go, including Mr. Hirano. 

As a temporary worker, Mr. Hirano was technically the employee of a staffing agency, and not of the factory where he worked. As a 
result, Canon executives even refused at first to accept a letter written by him and other laid-off temporary workers asking for their 
jobs back, Mr. Hirano said. After 30 minutes of discussion in front of the factory's gate, the executives finally took the letter, he said. 
He said he never got a response. 

In a written response to questions from The New York Times, Canon said it had underestimaled the diff1cullies faced by the laid-off 
temporary workers in the current economic downturn and would offer them more aid, including help in staying longer in their 
apartments. 

Mr. Hirano and other laid-off temporary workers said their annual pay was about "$22,000 a year. below whal many labor experts call 
Japan's poverty line of$25,000 a year. 

To make ends meet, even when employed, Mr. Hirano said he usually cooked a small stew of cabbages and carrots every night in U1e 
tiny kitchen in the comer of his one-room apartment. He added chicken to the stew only on days it was on sale at the supcnnarkct. he 
said. 

Mr. Hirano and others said they had applied for a dozen jobs each, with no luck in the current market. With their meager savings 
running out, they said, they had applied for welfare a half ~ozcn times in two months, only to be rejected by officials who said they 
were not trying hard enough to find new employment. The officials said the former workers were ineligible for unemployment support 
because lhey had worked at C11non less lhan a year 

Just in case he gets kicked out of the apartment suddenly, Mr. Hirano has packed most of his belongings in a half dozen cardboard 
boxes that sit in a comer of his room, next to an unmade futon and a table covered in resumes. 

Mr. Hirano and his co-workers said they felt betrayed. They said that they had believed that if they worked hiird, Ciinon would rewiird 
them with an offer of direct employment, at higher pay. 

"We did our best, so Canon should have taken care of us." said one 32-year-old laid-off worker who was so ashamed of his situation 
tliat he asked that only his family name, Murakami, be used. "That is the Japanese way. But this isn't Japan anymore." 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

H <hdr22@clintoncmail.com> 
Saturday, February 14, 2009 10:43 PM 

Huma Atiedin <HAbedin@hillaryclinton.com> 
Stationery 

RELEASE IN 
FULL 

Is someone bringing any of my stationery? Can you ask Claire to have a supply available, including the long narrow cards I've been using. 
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From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

H <hdr22@chntonemail com> 
Friday, February 20, 2009 6:57 AM 

Cheryl Mills <CMills@hillaryclinton.e<om> 
Just landed 

In (.'Imm. Will be at hotel soon. AJ1y news to report'? 
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From: Jiloty, Lauren C <JilotyLC@statc.gov> 
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2009 S 41 PM 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

### 

hdr22@clintonemail.com 
Abeclin, Huma <AbedinH@state.gov> 
No new voice messages 

Lauren Jiloty 
Special Assistant to 
Secretary Hillary Rodham Clinton · 

. ' 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

From Roy Spence 

H <hdr22@clintoncmail.com> . 
Sunday, February 22, 2009 10:32 PM 
Hillary Clinton <hrl5@att.blackbeny.net> 
Fw: Hope all is well in your first global trip as SOS for "humanpotential" 

D11tc: Sat, 14 Feb 2009 20:51:56 -0600 
To: hdr22@clintonemail.com<hdr22@clintonemail.com> 
Subject: Hope all is well in your first global trip as SOS for "hwnan potential" 

jRELEASE IN FULL] 

This e-mail ls intended only lor the named parson or entity to which tt 1s addressed and contains valuable.business information the I is proprietary, privileged, confidential 
and/or otherwise protected lrom disclosure If you recolved lh1s email In error, any review, use, dissemlnet1on, dlstribuhon or oopyln.11 ol this 11ma1I is slr1cOy prohibrted. Please 
nol~y us 1mmed1ately of the error via email lo d1solelmennqulr1es@1deacMy com and please delete lhe emall lrom your system, 1etalnlng no copies in any media. We 
appreciate your cooperallon , • 
---·--lde;icity.leget.dlsclalmer 01112008 

I 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 

### 

Jiloty, Lauren C <JilotyLC@state.gov> 
Monday, February 23, 2009 7 36 AM 
hdr22@clintonernail corn 
Abooin, Hwna <AbedinH@state gov> 
no new voice messages, 7· 36 AM EST 

Lauren Jiloty 

Special Assistant to 
Secretary Hillary Rodham Clinton 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Call my house Thx. 

H <hdr22@clintonemail.com> 
Monday, February 23, 2009 9:47 PM 

Checyl Mills <CMills@hillacyclinton.com> 
Can you talk? 

. , 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

### 

Jiloty, Lauren C <JilotyLC@state .gov> 

Tuesday, February 24, 2009 10:42 AM 
hdr22@cli ntonem ail . com 
Abedin, Huma <AbedinH@state.gov> 
no new voice mails 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Jiloty, Lauren C <JilotyLC@statc.gov> 
Wednesday, February 25, 2009 10:24 AM 
hdr22@clinlonemoil.com 
RE: no new voice messages 

[RELEASE IN FULL! 

Im not sure. I just checked again and there is nothing there. I'll take a look at it when you are back. It's possible that 
they are text messages. I will figure it out. · 

From: H [mailto:hdr22@clintonemail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2009 10:18 AM 
To: Jiloty, Lauren C 
Subject: Re: no new voice messages 

Why does my phone say it has two messages? 

from : "Jiloty, Lauren C" 
Date: Wed, 25 Feb 2009 09:27:45 -0500 
To: <hdr22@clintonemail .com> 
Subject: no new voice messages 
### 

Lauren Jlloty 
Special Assistant to 
Secretary Hillary Rodham Clinton 
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Subcommittee Chairmen and Ranking Members 

• Subcommittee on Africa and Global Health 
Chairman Donald M. Payne 
Ranking Member Christopher H. Smith 

JRELEASE IN FULL! 

• Subcommittee on Asia, the Pac~fic, and the Global Environment 
Chairman Eni F. H. Faleomavaega 
Ranking Member Donald A Manzullo 

• Subcommittee on Europe 
Chainnan Robert Wexler 
Ranking Member Elton Gallegly 

• Subcommittee on TerrorislJl, Nonproliferation, and Trade 
Chairman Brad Sherman 
Ranking Member Edward R. Royce 

' . 
• Subcommittee on Intemati~:mal Organizations, Human Rights, and Oversight 

Chairman Bill Delahunt 
Ranking Member Dana Rohrabacher 

• Subcommittee on the ·Middle East and South Asia 
Chairman Gary L. Ackerman 
Ranking Member Dan Burton 

~ Subcommittee on the Western Hemisphere 
Chainnan Eliot L. Engel 
Ranking Member Connie Mack 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Luzzatto, Tamera (Clinton) <Tamcra_Luzzatto@clinton.scnatc.gov> 
Thursday, February 26, 2009 11 :54 AM 
'hdr22@clinlonemail.com' 
Fw Visit 

[RELEASE IN FULL! 

Small FYI. Of all people, Idaho's new Sen's chief asked to v1s1t with me He noted they went on Foreign Relations and he's ranking on the middle east 
subcomm. 

From: Sandv, John (Risch) 
To: Luzzatto, Tamera (Clinton) 
Sent: Thu Feb 2611:12:15 2009 
Subject: Visit 

Tamera, 
Thank you for giving me a bit of your time. 
What a wonderful opportunity you have had during your service with Senator Clinton. 
Please pass along to the Secretary that we from Idaho extend wishes to her for her upmost success. 
I wish you the verv best in the next phase of your life. . 

I fully realize that we have only know each other for a few minutes but I am very sincere in saying that if there is ever 
anything I can do for you please d~ hesitate to ask. 
John 
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From: 
Sent:. 
To: 

Subject: 

Pis print. 

H <hdr22@clintoncmail.com> 
Thursday, February 26, 2009 5:42 PM 

Lauren Jiloty <JilotyLC@state.gov> 
Fw: Aspirational Diplomacy 

From: Doug Hattaway 
Date: Thu, 26 Feb 2009 12:06:41 -0500 
To: <hdr22@clintonemaH.com> 
Subject: RE: Aspirational Diplomacy 

[RELEASE IN FULL) 

Hi. Your first trip seems to have been successful from a communications point of view. The images of you from abroad 
were very positive. You looked friendly and firm with foreign leaders, and engaging with the people. It sure seemed like 
you were having fun! 

The US media coverage was pretty good overall. The positive analysis focused on your "straightforward" style, 
campaign-like events, and the enthusiastic reception you received. The overall theme was a new approach to th~ world, 
which was exactly what the world needed to see. 

As you know, there was some negative reaction to the perception that you put human rights on a back burner with 
China. The analysis of it was mixed (not uniformly nega~ive) from the human rights commentators I saw quoted. 

If it would be helpful, I'd be glad to have my team work up a content analysls of the coverage and commentary about 
your trip and that issue. You may recall we produced media content charts on our campaign events, to show us what 
messages were breaking through. The quantitative data helps to evaluate the coverage objectively, and may suggest 
ideas for message moving forward. 

I'm sure your team has discussed it, but for what it's worth I think it would be helpful to remain visibly proactive on the 
human rights front. As you know, it's a central component of how many people define America's "moral leadership." 

A speech to amplify the Administration's approach and commit!'flent to the issue would be useful to some extent. It 
would likely be seen as a reaction to criticism, which is okay if the content generates positive commentary. 

The main thing is to have a consistent stream of substantive words and deeds that advance human rights over time, 
which is more important than lecturing foreign diplomats and will win over the human rights advocates. 

Per our previous exchange, if you'd like to get together to discuss the democracy area, of course I'd be glad to do that. 

All the best, Doug 

From: H [mailto:hdr22@clintonemail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, February 14, 2009 8:57 PM 
To: Doug Hattaway 
Subject: Re: Aspirational Diplomacy 

Doug, 

This is very helpful and along the lin.es of what I've been thinking. I hope we can get together when I'm back to 
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talk about this whole area. All the best. 

From : Doug Hattaway 
Date: Thu, 12 Feb 2009 09:43:57 -0500 
To: <hdr22@clintonemail.com> 
Subject: RE: Aspirational Diplomacy 
Hil Hope you're doing well. Things look to be going very well at State. 

I wanted to pass along another thought, this time about our message and approach to supporting democracy around the 
world. This is based on my work with NDI in the Middle East and North Africa. 

As you may recall, I worked with the government of Lebanon, political parties and NGOs in a number of countries. We 
kept running into problems with the way democracy assistance was viewed in the U.S. and abroad. 

Because of Bush's belligerence and the way the Republicans talk about advancing democracy as "promoting American 
values" and ''winning the ideological war," the word "democracy" itself was tainted. 

People who should support democracy and democratic governance were suspicious or hostile. Democratic refonners in 
many countries were put on the defensive, and even put in danger. 

The Republican approach was more about selling democracy. Karen Hug~es went around delivering lectures. They ran 
advertising campaigns, which were not well received overseas. (That's not surprising, since polls show commercial 
marketing and Hollywood exports contribute to negative perceptions of America.) 

This is not to belittle good work done in public diplomacy, but the general orientation toward selling democracy as a 
concept (particularly in the context of invad,ing Iraq) was ineffective at best and counter-productive at worst. 

In response, we developed a new way to talk about this work that would distinguish our (Democratic) approach from the 
Republicans. 

We talked about it as "helping people build democratic institutions." This frames the U.S. as helping people on the 
ground, rather than lecturing them about abstract principles. "Democratic institutions" are fair elections, representative 
political parties, independent citizens' groups and government that is open and accountable. 

We focused on the benefds to foreign publics: "Democratic institutions and processes can help people in any society 
resolve conflicts peacefully and improve their lives." 

And to the American public: "Helping people build more democratic societies will contribute to greater peace and stability 
throughout the world." 

This isn't to retreat from proactively advancing democracy, which Democrats have long embraced. It's framing the work in 
more concrete terms and focusing on the benefits to people's lives. 

I hope that's useful food for thought. There's more to this, and I'm happy to chat about it if you're interested. We can also 
talk about the aspirational messaging, if you'd like to follow up on our previous exchange on that. 

Keep up the great work, Doug 

From: H [mailto:hdr22@clintonemail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2009 9:46 PM 
To: Doug Hattaway 
Subject: Re: Aspirational Diplomacy 

Doug, 

So good to hear from you and this was very useful. I'd love to talk about it further. I'll contact you about setting 
up a time to get together. Thanks so much. All the best, H 
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From: 

Sent: 
Tu: 

Subject: 

H <hdr22@clintoncmeil.com> 
Thursday, February 26, 2009 9:29 PM 
Cheryl Mills <CM1\ls@h1lh11yclmlon com> 
I'm home 

If you wan I lo call before 11. Thx 

[RELEASE IN FULLJ 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

V~moro, Lona J <ValmoroLJ@statc.gov> 
Saturday', February 14, 2009 9: 13 PM 
hdr22@clintonernail.com 
Re: Domestic Violence Forum in NYC - April 18th 

Pis respond to this invite. 

Will do. 

RELEASE IN PART 
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From: H 
To: Valmoro, Lona J 
Sent: Sat Feb 14 21:00:15 2009 
Subject: Fw: Domestic Violence Forum in NYC - April 18th 

From: Prameela Bartholomcusz 
Date: Sat, 14 Feb 2009 12:38:52 -0800 
To: hr I 5@att.blackbeny.net<hrl5@att.blackbeny .net> 
Subject: Domestic Violence Forum in NYC- April 18th 

Madam Secretary, 

It would be an honor and privilege to have you present at a Domestic Violence Forum that the bipartisan women's group. Lhe New 
Agenda, is sponsoring in NYC on April 18, 2009. Since the election, l have been seeking a home and a voice to ful.Cill my personal 
goals of giving back and investing my energies towards women's causes. I have joined The New Agenda as a founding member with 
the goal of supporting women in government and being an advocate for women's rights/issues. We were one of tl1c fi rs1 women's 
groups to speak out in support of Kirsten Gillebrand's appointment, which we believe was a win for America. 

n·omestic Violence in America is an issue Jong ignored and the statistics are staggering: 
- $1.8 Billion of wages and productivity are lost to DV each year. 
- 8 million workdays are lost by DV victims each year (it is equivalent to 32,000 full ti.me jobs). 
- $4. l biUion is spent annually on medical and mental health care as a direct resull ofDV. 
- DV is the# cause of homelessness in 44% of the cities surveyed. 

These are the statistics provided by a women's group tllat will be represented on our panel at U1e DV Forum. 
We would like to invite you and will invite Kirsten Glllebrand to join us in recognizing this tragedy for what it LS for women and draw 
altention to the .need to address this issue as lhe economic downturn drives Lhese statistics even higher. Nel\1 steps would be to call for 
President Obama to declare a month as Domestic Violence Awareness month as a part of the larger agenda of seeing a new 
Commission for Women's Issues fonned in 2009 by the Obama Administration. 

Please support these efforts by being our)guest at the Domestic Violence Forum in NYC on April 18th. The exact timing will be 
coordinated h11i;ed on yonr schedule ;ind 11vailahility. 

You will also be receiving this letter from a source closer to you to ensure receipt . I fear tlus will go to your spam· i\1bo:x. I have 
received a response from Capricia Marshall on your behalf in the past but I no longer have her contact information. 

Kind regards. 
Prameela Banholomeusz 
Th N v 
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From: Hurna Abodin 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Sent: Saturday, February 14, 2009 I 0: 19 PM 
To: humamahcQ_i~ I 86 
Subject: PrintFw. Fropi Vartan Gregonan 

·····Original Message····· 
Frum. H <hdr22@~1intonemllil.com> 
Tn: Hunia Ahcdin 
Sent: Sat Feb 14 20:S3.S4 2009 
Subjeot: Fw· Frum Vartan Gregorian 

Pis print. 

Frum· williwnsbamit 
D111e· Fri, 13 Feb 2oor.--.cr=~.-i.soo 
To: <hdr22@clintonema1I com> 
Subject: From Vartan Gregorian 

FYI 

86 

86 

V ortan wanted you to see •• th1R iR like to he puhhRhed Romewhere •• thnught 1t wn.• pretty mtere~t ing 

An Opportunity Missed, But Not Lost: What President B11~h Should Hnvc Written to Iranian Prcs1dcntMahmoud AhmadmCJRd 

I

RE LEASE 
IN PART 86 

This F~bn1111y marks the 30th anniversary oflht lntnilln revulullun In whlll may yet prove to be w1 hi~lon.:u l mikslun( or another kind, un Febnrnry 10. Prc~ident 
Mahmoud AhmadinCJ&d of Iran <bttn·fftonic~ !!'{limc~ .com/10Qlnsw~fi ntc mnti!l!!.alis:o 111J1 ri~•on<!lc1Ti toric~l1ran/i ndc ,.: hunl ?ip!in~:.m:t:ll£!l> nppcnrcd to reach oul to lhc 

. Obama administration, saying that Tehran was ready for "talks based on mutual respect and 111 o fiHr nhnospllorc " This possible overtur~ 111 whnt lms othrrwtsc seemed 
lo be an unbreachable divide between the United States and Iran dunng the adminislrotio11 of Pr~~ident Georg" W Bush ren11nded me thot tho pos~ibi lity of rapprochc 
mcnt between our two nations arose JUSt a few years ago, but was ignored. I am referring to the facl thnt In Ma · 2006, Prcs1dcn1 Ahmndinojnd wro10 n for-r,111gi11g. 18· 
page letter to President George Dush discussing religious values, history and intemwional relohon5. Tiie lcltcr went unanswered. During t\hmadinqad"'s visu to the UN 
Inter that yellT. he expreHsed his deep disappointment that President Bush hod not r~sponded tu his missive. 

As a student of the region and of United States-Iran rclahons, I beheved then, and I beheve now, that this wos a n11ssed opport11111ly-one of many. AhmadmeJad"s letter 
provided President Bush with W1 opportunity to address the Iramllll people directly to highlight Ameri~a·s lungstwidmg r~lutiunsh1p with Iran and darify the Bush 
admim•lrntion 's view~ on the U.S.·lmn rclation~hip. 

At the time. thinking about these issues. I drafted a letter !hat might have served as a response l>y President Bush to the Iraman people I offer it here. 

'"(IA 
Vl!rtan Oregori~n 

Dear Presidenl AllmadmeJad, 

Your teller and recent p11blic utterances have prontpted me to revie"' Iran's many contnbutioru to the world, its relationship with the Umted States and the outstanding 
issues that now confront our two countries. · ' 

Mr President, let me begin l>y stating that Americans are deeply mindful and respectful of the renowned acl11evements and rich cultural legacy of Iranian civilization, 
which reflect a virtually unparalleled degree ofh1storfoal continuity Wear~ espe~ially cognii1111t of the rule !hat r<ligion has pl11yed 111 your country's devdopnumt . 
Some 2,SOO years ago, lrani1111s gave the world Zoronslrian1sm, which among its core K'llcts, affim1cd mnn's absolute free will to choose-between ovit nnd a Divine 
Creator, and our common destiny to face a final Day of Judgment. Although marufested 111 many different fonns . these ancie11t tenets have been shared by the world"s 
gre~t religions. They underscore the baste truth that human beings not only can deoide for themselves what is right and •Hong. but also are accountable for their action~. 

In the sixth century20DC. Iranians gave us !he Achaemenid Empire, and ilS enlightened leaders. Cyms and Darius It was Cynis the Great who decreed that "all should 
be free lo wor11hip their gods without 1mpedim<nt.s or pmogut ion"- • pru~lmnnlion uni1fuC. nol only lbr its llmt:, bul Ji.Ir ctt11u ri~ . lu cumc. Emling lh( Bobylunian 
capt ivity of lhc Jrw•, Cyrn• nllowed their rcll.lm to Pn les1rnc, ond supported their right tn hve hy R1hlicnl low, Ht~ rc.<pecl fnr cullurol divmily und rigJ1L• fnr lh~ 
cmplre"s "many people of many tongues" w:u c11111ln1.cd by his •uccessors, makmg thcAchnememd !rinpirc oue oflhc most toleram and pluralisl ic 111 history. TI11s for. 
flung empire also served as a bridge belw.:en East and West. as Iranit11111rt and an:h1tecture udomed the grtat cities of lhc empir.: from Bffbylun tu Persepul1s TI1.: 
Achoemonid• unique odmini•trotivc •y•tcm hecomc a model for nthcr •l'"'rirc•, while 1t• cmphMi• on the teaching of •c1oncc and philo•ophy, further odvanc~d hy it• 
successor. !he Sassamd empire, greally influenced the eventual development ofuni\'crs1hes throughout the region and beyond. 

Iran ~M ondurod many trials and tnhulations over tho en•uing (Cn luncs Although conquered hy the A rahs in the •evcnth century and converted lo Idem, lrnn inn~. 
drow1ng on their own early beliefs, helped lo develop and then adhered to Shi"a Islam. At the d~wn of the 16th century, the Sl\fav1ds, '"'h the glorious city of l•foho 11 
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as their capital, unified Iran 311d adopted Shi"a Islam as their empire's official religion. In the process, Iran was not only able to retain its cultural distinctiveness b"ut also 
to infuse Islam with its great humanistic traditions Reviving Iran's ancient devotion lo religious tolernnce. the Safav1d king, Shah Ahb11s, treated Iran's Christinns and 
Jews bene,•olently. and welcomed those fleeing persecution from other lands. It was this reputation that prompted Europe's Chnshan powers to seek his collaboration 

In that connection, it is important lo keep in mind that throughout history, Iran's greatest strength hes not derived from its anns or material \>eallh alone, but from its 
nch and res1hent cultur~. For centunes. Iran conquered and in tum was conquered by many invadmg am11es, mcluding Macedomnns. Arabs, Turks nnd Mongols Yet 
the invaders were ultimately won over by Iranian culture, which, in effect, made them its convens and brought about the continual rejuvenation of the Iranian sl.llte. In 
the pursuit of knowledge, Iranians actively sought contact with sc1ent1sts and philosophers from different regions Even during periods of foreign dominntion. lrnn's 
artistic and scientific spint flourished and its poets, mysllcs and plnlosophers produced one oflhe greatest bodies of literature in the Muslim world and created a 
remarkable cultural and scientific heritage that still resonates today 

Havmg noted Iran's great cultural and historical legacy, and its ability to both enrich and be enriched through its mteraction with other civilizations, let me now turn to 
the issue of United States-Iran relations. It is my contention that, with a few notable exceptions, especially during the last three decades, Iranians and Americ11ns have, 
on the whole, enjoyed rcm11tkably positive relations. This strong lcgncy of mutual amity and rcspecl pro\"idc.• rcnson for optimism that bolh our countries will be able lo 
put aside our current differences and reestablish the goodwill that once sen•ed us both AO well. 

To begin with, we are proud that during the 19th and the first half of the 20th centuries, our missionanes worked throughout Iran Although they converted few Musluns 
to Christiamty. they did establish the first modem hospitals and the first modem educational mst1tulions m lrnn. In 1856. the United Slates granted Iran most favored 
nation trade status and welcomed lrnnian students lo its u111versit1es When ltnnuuis launched their const11ut1onnl revolu\Jon m 1!>06, Americans uelcomed the 
esleblishment of o constitutional monarchy. The young >\merican schoolteacher, Howard Baskerville. who Joined the constitutionahsts and was martyred 111 Tabriz 111 

1909. is still regarded as one of the heroes of the revoluhon It was also an American, W. Morgnn Schuster. who came lo the aid of Iran and organized its customs to 
serve as a revenue source designed not to be controlled by either Great Bntnin or Russin, and wrolc a classic, nnti-coloninl book. The Strangling of Porsin. 

When, despite its neutrality during World War I, Iran was im·oded by Russian and Ottoman troops, the United States defended its terrilorml integrity Americans later 
welcomed an Iranian delegation to Versailles, where President Woodrow Wilson was the lone world leader to support Iran's cloun for compensation from Britnin ond 
Russia for the effects of their wartime occupation. Durmg World War II. follo\Vmg the Allied occupation of Iran and the el'ile of Reza Shah l'ahlavi. the United Slates 
and its nllios retained the institution of the monarchy as n symbol of unity and contmujty of Irnnmn statehood Durmg thal period, lrw1 plnytd a cruc1nl role as n condml 
for American assistance to the Soviet war effort Ar the end of the war it was, once Agnin, the United Slates that resolutely protected lhe lc1Titonal integrity of Iran and' 
forced the Soviets to leave the northern part of the country without allow mg a Soviet monopoly over 1ls energy resources. 

After the outbreak of the Cold War, the United States recognized the vital importance of Iran as a regional power We helped build lrM 's nm1ed forces by providing 
trnming as well as over a billion dolllU"S of modem am1aments, and supported Iran ·s leadership oft he Hnghdad !'act and Central Treaty Organization. lletween l !153 ru1d 
1978, we provided Iran with the most advanced weapons systems on a par with those a\•a1lable to our NATO allies We were eager to help Iran become n modem 
economic and political superpower in the region and thus provided Iran with a broad range of economic nss1stancc. as well. including support for the dil·crstficnhon of 
its energy resoure7s 

Arnericnn aceeptnnce of Iran's decision to nationalize its oil industry in 1951, coupled \l<ith its successful res1stnnce to Great Britain's plans lo seize lrnman 011 fields l>y 
force, was followed by U.S assistance to modernize these operations This assistance enabled Iran lo raise 1\s oil production and prices. which, m tum. gave the couutry 
the necessary revenues to modernize its economy, armed forces, and physical and social infrastructure. 

l.)uring the height of the Cold Wer, the U111ted States and 1ls allies, as well as the Soviet Union and its Warsaw l'acl partners. made various m1scalculatio11s and errors 
Both camps were20so obsessed with one another's seemingly monohthic doctrines and zero-sum policies that they misjudged the nature of such potenl historic and 
cultural forces as religion and nahonalism. After the departure of Soviet troops from Iran, the United States remained deeply concerned ebo1~ possible Commu111st 
infiltration, especially dunng the premiership of Dr. Mohammed Mossadegh. Although Dr. Mossadegh was hosted at the Wlute House by l'res1dent Harry Truman, who 
compared him to American patriots Thomas Jefferson and Thomas Paine, and was hailed by Time Magazine as it.• "Man of the Year"' 111 1951, by the time n new 
Americnn presidential admimstrntion took office in 1952, Cold War imperatives and mistrust were ascendant 

In 1953, the United States, assisted by local elements opposed to the Mossadegh go\"errunent, including religious leaders such as Ayatollah Abolqasem Kashani, 
nulilary officers, monarchists and others, precipitated 1\s demise. We did not recognize that a nationnlist, secular and democratic Iran would hn\•c been a grcnl 
counterforce against Communism. Neither did we appreciate the sagacity of the lrnnian na\Jonal leadership and the power of nationalism We were w1011g On the other 
hand, we were nghl in assisting with the modernization of the Iranian anned forces, which became one of the major factors that made Iran a great regional power and 
helped it defend itse If against well-lltllled Iraqi aggression in 1979 It is a fact that the Umted Stoles was a long-time supporter ofMohamlnad Rezn Shah Pahla\'i, who 
succeeded hiR father as Iran's ruler. As a pro-Western, secular nat1onalisl. America viewed the Shah as an important bulwark agamst Communism. 111e United Stales 
supported the Shah's ambitions to make Iran a regional superpower and also considered it. as we do today. a key 10 regional stabilil} America welcomed Iran's effons 
to promote economic ti~ 11tnong Iran, Afghanistan, Pakistan and other po\l<crs in an effort to avert conf11et. \l<hich would only impede Iran·, and the region's prospcctR. 

Contrary to lran"s official propaganda, the United States did not break diplomat1c relations m response 10 the Iranian Re\·olution. "hich we accepted and with which we 
endeavored to establish R working relationship. We broke our diplomatic tics only in 1979 when, 111 violation of 111tcmationnl law, lraninn clements occupied lhe ll.S 
Embassy in Tehran, seized fifty-si1' Amencan diplomats end held them hostages fo1 444 days. 

Mr President, no country, certainly no cmintry in possession of the vast power of the Umtcd Stnlcs, would have failed to ncl under such circumstnnccs Bui we 
restrained our response, because the poweiful have the option not lo el'ercise the1r power. 'l11e United States chose tlus option. not out ofweokness. but out ofa ~ense llf 
responsibility. It distinguished between the Iranian government. and its people 311d their basic common sense and decency. With hopes that renson would eventually 
prevail, the US reluctantly tolerated the sitWltion because ofthe importance we placed on the long-tenn relal1onship between our countries. Given the h1slory ofth1s 
painful penod, it 1s continually surprising that, when abroad, Iranian officials never mention the hostage crisis that triggered the breakup of our d1plomat1c relations 

I .et me now him tn a mnre recent anrl vexing prnhlem lhat has proven tn he a m•Jnr nhstacle lo lhe reestnhl,.hmenl nfnnn11nl diplomal1c relation• nnrl lhe re'11mrtinn of 
our h1storically positive interaction. Notwithst.andmg your recent reaffirmation of Iran's adherence to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), which ) our country 
ratified in 1970, and your pledge that "all [your) nuclear activities are transparent, peaceful and under the watchful eye of International Atomic Energy Agency 
(IAEA]," wc conlinue to have grave conccms-nol about Iran's official pledges but rather, about its actions and intentions 

Why, you ask, do we challenge what you view as your legally recognized rights under the NPT? To be clear, we have never been opposed to Ir an "s being able lo enjoy 

u" no1n"' 1.,n4.: 
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"the p eac~ful benefi ts of nuclear energy." ' However, ns you well know. !his is a qualified right, mandating that all s1g11a1ori cs to the NPT meet certain requirements. In 
our opinion-lllld !hose of other countries 1111d the IAEA, itself-you hove g1Ven insufficient atte1111on to such requ1remc11ts Let me rem ind you that the United States 
wns the driving force behind the dcvclopmem of Iran ' s nuolcar researoh capacity through the Atoms for f'eace program aud reached ogrcem~n t w101lrun 1lll long ago ns 
1957 for cooperation on civi l u.~es of atomic power I\ decade later, it wa.s ·the United Stales lhat supp h~d technica l nssis1a·nco and fuel fo r a nucl~ar reactor. Amcncn 
supponcd the cstoblishmenl of the Alomic Energy Organiu tion of lnui m 1974 Md, in the followi11g year, concluded a .fifleen-ycnr pncl calling for lhe conslmction of 
eigltl nuclear reaelors in Iran while encourngmg rhe Mlllsachusens lnsr11u1e ofTeclmology 10 provide lrami11g for lramon nuclear engine•~ In 1978, jus1 n year btlbre 
the lrnninn ri'>vohn ion, the Uni1cd Slates signed ye1 nnothor ngreement with Iran lo fpcihtole fun her coopcrntaon m llae lield of nuclcnr energy. JI w :is, in fac1. lrnn ·s 
revolutionnry go"emment that decided m 1979 to suspend the country's nuclear program, only to later seek 1ls revival walh e"1emal assist once from both slale and non
state nctors. 

Although we welcomed Iran's supreme religious leader, Aya1ollah Ali Khamenei "s fatwa agam<l Irnn·s "stockpihng, production or use ofnuclenr wenpon~," give111he 
dis1urb111g revelations about your 18·year· long, mostly clandestine nuclear program. )•our unw1llingness 10 rtspond satisfactorily lo ccrtnin questions about }'O\lr past 
nuclc11r activit ies and dctermiood efforts 10 produce fissile 01a1erial dcspile IAEA and UN Sccun ty Council demands 10 d.:sist, it IB no1 surprising 1hn1 do ut>as remain 
about your uh1mato lntcnuoru;. Your own nsscn ion thnt Islam, by 11S very nRtnro, is mcompntib le \\ltlh uuclonr wonpons is. 1111fommn10I '· no1 roMsuri11g in ,.;~w o f lh~ 
fact tlaat wt hnvc witnessed the appareni alacrity wiUt which l'a.ki, tan. an Islamic state. developed i1s own nuclear weapons l'crhaps the Sh1"n l ~ l nm lha1 guides Iran 
compels the country to hew more closely to the spirit oflslam, and under no circumstances would Iran consider following Pakistan "s e~ample . But. os )'Oll know, the 
in1omot1onal commUllity. as e~"Pre"ed through various UN Securi l)' Council resolutions, is not prepared to tnke such o calculated risk. The issue, then. is nol lran·s 
righls U11d cr tJ1e NPT; the issue is one of UUsl- whether certain elen°1ents m the Iraman go\"entmcnt might be tempted 10 take the ne~1 step and develop a nuclear 
weapons program. The aim of America Wld its allies is to dissuade you from embarking on such a course 

Hence, the challenge 1s to balance Iran ·s exercise of its NPT-mandated rights walh the need to ensure its compliance with legally binding lreaty obligations. Lei me 
reiterate that we have always welcomed constderation of a wide range of creative options for addressing Iranian concerns and those ofdte inteme11onal community. 
including proposals for guaranteed supplies ofnuclc11r fuel from specific countries such as Ru•sia. or from lhc IAEA. The United StRtc• hns expressed tis rcndineo;s to 
end 1ls decades-long policy not to have direct talks w1d1 Iran and is prepared to sit down with you and discuss all die issues that separate us, including Iran ·s current 
nuclear enriclunent program and Iran·s links with groups inimical to peace in the region. In the spiril of mutual respect, we also are ready to discuss your legitimale 
aspirations as a mojor regional po"' er and to cease all talk of "regime change" in lrillt as well as to prov1d~ yo ur country with lhe security assurance' 1t seeks to protect 
ils sovereignty and independence. All of d11s is possible only ifwc find an intcmati onall)' acceptable resolution lo lhe problem posed by Iran"s cnrichmcn.l of uranium. 

The primftl)' obstacle to direct, bilatml di11logue-a eoal that you yourselfha\'e nffirmed in interviews with Western media-ts your dcterminnlton to continue with 
this enrichment in violation of UN Security Council resolutions. If your nuclear energy program leads lo a nuclear weapons program. it wall have a destabilizing etleci 
on future developments tn the Gulf Region by threatening to spur a nuclear race among other states with the knowledge and copoc11y- ·a.< "ell as the linancial resources. 
which is the case with such countries as Saudi Arabia-<o develop not only nuclear energy, but nuclear weapons in order lo maintain parity and acl11eve o "nuclear 
balance of power." In addition, the actual development ofa \>ieopon 1s not nccessat) 111 order lo have the world ncknowledgc the soph1slicallon and ab1hly of lrnn1w1 
scientists; their knowledge has already brought Tran into the select group offony stales with nuclear capacity. Our hope is lhal Iran. even if it ha.~ the resources to 
develop 11 nuclc11r wcnpon, also will h11vc the resolve and wisdom to rofrnm from doing so. In oxchru1ge for verifiable forbearance rutd complinncc with inlcmnlionnl 
nonns and legal obl iga1ions, Iran will not only be in a position to enjoy 111u1ually beneficial relat1011s with the United Slates, but also with the European Union, other 
regional and world powers and, potentially, with the broad membership oflhe World Trade 0 rganiz.ilion. 
It is important lo underscore that the United States is not against Iran or the Iranian people If that were the case, lhe U.S would nol hn~e helped defeal Jwo of lrnn"s 
major. long-tcrrn ~dve.rsaries, Sadd am Hussein and the Taliban, whooe dcnusc has holped Iran te11$sen its regiom1I power n11d 11tllue11ce, ~egr~ tlllb ly. both 1he United 
States nnd !nm, suspicious of one 1111othcrs aims, have missed SGVeral opportun ities in recent yeors to nom1ah zc di plomatic rolo1io11s. Fo llo,~ang lhe lragic e'·ents of 
September 1I , 2001, we were greatly impressed lhnt two lmninn lender:;, Ayatollnh Ah Khnmcnci Md r r1:$1dcn1 Muhrunmnd Khnlrum. were nmong thi> fir.o1 world 
figures to condemn the dastardly assault on America and the killmg of innocent c1vihW1s. As !'resident 1'ha1ami said, "the homfic attacks . were perpetrated by lnJ cult 
of fanatics who hod self-mutilated their ears and tongues, and could only communicllle with perceived opponents through cnntage nnd destruction."' Indeed, Pre~ident 
Khataml dc$cribed 9/11 ns "ont of the gren1cs1 ca lnmilles" of our lime Americans were nlso deeply moved by 1he sp(lnlllneous cMdlclighl vigil held in Tehran to 
honor th~ victims of these attacks. Iran's assistance was welcomed during lhe struggle lo diRlodge lh• Tahbru1 in Afghamrum 85 w 111 lhe dcvolopmeut ••s1'tonce Iran 
provided lo lhe Afghnn government and people, i\lthough th is empothe tic and collobora11ve spirit WM no1 cnpitoli7.cd upon w es1nbhsh a more lasting, posilive 
relationship . such missteps do not have lo detem1ine our future path. 
As we bolh know, Iran and the United Slates ha\'e many common interests in the region. In Iraq, both suppon the sucuss of the duly elected govemment of Prmte 
Minister Nouri al-Maliki, the country ' s un ity and territorial integrity, and 1be avoidance of sectarian strife that might incite a larger regional Sh1'a-Sunni conllict. A 
strong, vabrnnt Iraq will also provide Iran with a reliable lrading partner and assist in Ute broader economic dcvelopmcnl of the region, lo tho bcncfil of nil conc~mcd 
Similarly, both countries support the wuty, stability and development of Afghanistan." the repatriall on of Afghan refugees now on Iran ion soil. the defeat of a resurgent 
and militant Taliban, and the eradication of the country's opium crop, which has contributed to Iran ·s growing problems wilh heroin nddaclion and the spread of 
HIV/AIDS. 
In our view. lhe po1en11al for establishing a mutually bc11efic1a1. coopera.tive rel~tton.ship between Iran and 01e United S1otes has been d11nimshed by pemstenl ollicial 
Iranirui host ili ty Omnoy ingl ~·, ~var since the Iranians seized the U.S Emb~s5y 111 1979, there hol'e been periodic. wcll-ornhestroled. officia ll y inspired demons1rations 
lhroughout Iran ogalns11hc United S1atcs, al which lhe dommon1 ohnnt fnr rnmc lhiny ycon< h11s been "f>oath lo 1\mcrica ·· l1'Wt ian leaders olso ncv er seem lo 1ire of 
calling America the very incarnation of the ''Great Satan," without specifying whether they are impugning America 's policies. its govemment, its people, or all oFthe 
above. When Americans take offense at these ritualistic. "spontaneous" denunciations, they are told by Iranians not lo lake such anti-American utterances seriously. But 
when the United States, after three decades of such provocations, describes Iran ns pnrt of an "Axis of Evil"' for ils support of onli·ll S . nnti-Western. anti-Arab nllic• of 
the U S. and l::urope, and anti-Israeli act1vities-mcluding those of militarist and terrorist groups-Iranian officials are offended because, unlike their own uttero11ces, 
which they claim are only rltetorical. they poradoxically assert that only statements made by Americans must be taken al face value. 

Other pronouncemenls by Iranian leaders and by you. personally, Mr. President, are equally troubling Since Iran was one ofU1e original signatories of the UN (;harter. 
which affirmed the territonal integrity and sovereignty of all states, a right that you reaffirmed in your oddress to the United Notions on September 19, 2006. your call 
for the eliminntion of the state oflsrael, questioning of its validity and mockery of the Holocau~t are an affront lo both logic nnd humnn decency. After all. Iran wns one 
of the first oounlries to sign the Oenocide Convenhon and-directly to that point -111 1942, was refuge· for an estimated 115,000 Jewish refugees. moslly Polish, 
fleeing Nazi persecution In the poignant words of one Polish Jewish emigre, Helena Woloch. "Exhausted by hard lobor. disease and storvntion .. we disembarked at the 
rnn nf Pnhlevi [where) .we knell down lneelher in n11r lhoaL'and• nlone lhe snndy •hnreline tn k1~s 1he snil nf Pe,,; in . We were free nl l•st nnd hntl ren~hcd our lnne
for promised land" Iran has, in fact, one of the world's oldest Jewish communities. There 1s a mausoleum for the hiblical figures Esther and Mordecha1 in Hamadan. 
and for David in Susa. One can disagree with Israeh policies and defend Palestini

1
an rights without belittlmg the historical tragedy that befell the Jewish people. 

In lhnt connechon, nnd in light of the current impasse in the region, the United States. together with lead mg Arab states. supports a two-state solution to the J>olesti111011· 
Israeli dispute. Ultimately, it as up to 1he Palesllnia11s lo negotiate an agreement that they believe is just and that will allow them to realize their long-sought aspirallon 
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for stntehood Once they do, the United States, tho Arab League, Turkey and other powera, including Iran, have an obligation to help ensure Urn\ such on ugreement is 
long-lasting and provides the region with much needed peace and an opportunity to fulfi ll its great economic and social potential 
The time has come to acknowledge that mature countries living in an increasingly interdependent world can no longer afford to commumcale through slogans. 
recriminations and tendentious rhetoric. Investing the precious financial :111d human resources of Iran in postunng and in demonizing the United States ond its nllies is 
conducive neither to mutual understanding nor peace Statesmen should eschew ihese affectations in favor of problem solving. The resolution of the endemic problems 
that divide the U.S. and Iran requires an honest, realistic and mutually respectful approach that lowers the temperature and volume of public oratory. and opens channels 
of quiet and discreet dialogue and diplomacy. 
Despite Iran's roots in anuqully, it 1s, demographically, a young country. with more than tYiO·lhirds oflhe populatton under the age of thirty Improved, nonnol r~lotions 
with the United States end its alhes will help Iran achieve its lremendous potential and fulfill the specific responsibilities spelled oul m your 1979 Cori~t1lutio11. wluch 
stales that its ullimate objectives are: · 
·• ... achieving the economic mdependence of the society, uprooting poverty and deprivation, and fulfilling htunan needs in the process of development while 
preserving•2 Ohuman liberty . .. . [including] ensuring conditions and opportw1ities of emplo~ment for everyone, with a view to attaining full employment, .. and 
[allowing for) all citizens of the country, both men and women, to equally enjoy 1he protect ton of the law and enJO)' all human, political, economic, social and cultural 
rights." 
These are rights that resonate deeply with Amencans. ·1be United States takes pride in the fact that, prior lo, and even after the severance of diplomatic relations with 
Iran, Amencan universities provided opportunities for higher education and trainmg for over 100,000 Iranian students, including doctorn. engineera. architects and 
scholari; in the humanities and social sciences. Americans also are gratified that there nre an estimate? one million lrnnian-Amtr1cam living in !he Umted States and 
fully integrated mto American society Having taken full advantage of the opportumties that a free society ott;:ri; to all our citizens. they have made significant 
contributions in many areas and have achieved impressive academic, professional and financial success while retaining their cultural heritage. 

The United States welcomes a new chapter in the history of both Iran and the U.S. that builds on the vibrant record of cooperation and goodwill that has long marked 
Iranian-America relations. and offers even greater opportumt1es for the people of both countries to prosper and live 111 pence. 111 the" ise and timeless words of 
guidftncc from the great H11Zrat Ali ibn Abt Talib. the fourth Cllliph Md son-in-lftw of the Prophet Mohammed. to the newly appointed govemor of Egypt," .. Pence will 
brmg rest and comfort to your armies, will rehcve you of anxieties and "orries. and \VIII brmg prosperity and affluence lo your people " 

I close this letter with another quote from Caliph Ali, who is revered in Iran His words speak even more profoundly lo the specific challenges' and opportunities facing 
a great state. such as Iran, which seeks lo follow the poth of righteousness laid out by its founding spiritual leader. dnd recogmzes the 111herenl fallibility. as well as 
redemptive potential, that marks the human condition. 

" .. .'ll1ere are two lands of people. those who have the same rehgion as y9u [andJ are brotheri; lo you. and those who have religions olherthan yours. [who] are human 
beings like you. Men of either category suffer from the samo weaknesses and disabilities that human beings ere inclined to. they conmut sins. indulge in vices e11her 
intentionally or foolishly and unintentional ly withou! realizing the enormity of their deeds Let your mercy and compa~s1on com~ to their rescue :111d help in the same 
way and to the same extent thal you expect Allah lo show mercy and forghcncss to you." 

Sincerely, 

George W. Bush 

Carnations mean adrntration, Tulips mean love · what do Roses mean? Find out now~ <hll[!;//§)1opp111g.aol,co111/ort fcJcst2009i02/Q?fllo1t1ern·bv·meD11mgS:? 
ncid• AOLCQMMshopdrspwcbffiOOI> · 
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From: HumaAbcdin 
~~~~~~~~~~---' 

Sent: Saturday, February 14.,2009 10;19 PM 
To: humarnabedin 

----
Subject: PrintFw: Stateffreas 

----Original Message---·-
From. H <hdr22@clintonema1l.com> 
To Humn Abeclm · 
Sent: Sn! Feb 14 20:54·34 2009 
Subject: Fw: State/Treas 

Plspnnt. 

From· .Talce Sullivan 
Date: Sat, 14 Feb 2009 20:09:37 -0500 
To. <hdr22@chntonemail.com> 
Subject' Re: State/Treas 

Again apologies -- not sure why these emails just arrived. 

86 

RELEASE IN 
PART 85,86 

85 

A paper lay mg out the basic st.nicfuie we have proposed 1s in the bmde1 you rece1vc:U tonight Happy to uiscuss fwtlu:1 tomonow. 

On Sal, Feb 14, 2009 at 2:26 PM, H <hdr22@clintoncmail.com> wrote: 85 
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; 

From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Deer Rill·· 

H <hdr22@clintoncmall com> 
Saturday, February 14, 2009 11 21 PM 

Following up . 

86 

I enjoyed talking w you about my upcoming tnp to China and apprcc1ale, wi always. your ins1ghls and advice. 

RELEASE IN 
PART 86 

I hope _I will be able lo see you in Beijing, and, b; copy of this email, I am asking my Deputy COS, lluma Abedin, lo advise you of my schedule so we can 11y 10 

connccl in per.>on while I'm there. ' 

In any evenl, I IYill follow up on the points you made in my meetings. All the best, Hillary 

) . 
I-IA na1n11'>n1 ~ 
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From: Capric1a Pena vie Marshall 
~~~~~~~~ 

Sent: Saturday, February 14, 2009 11 25 PM 
To: hdr22@clinlonema1l com 
Subject: 

Plew;e lei me know if you still need lo spellk ., 

~ .~. 

86 .·-

RELEASE IN PART 
86 

,I 

., . 
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From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subjed: 

Attach: 

Abedi.n, Hwna <J\bedmH@state gov> 
Sunday, February 15, 2009 6:51 AM 

hwnam11bed~~-·---
Marina print 
StateBnefing0902 J Sf I ].doc; St11teChps0902 l Sf I] .doc 

86 RELEASE IN 
PART 86 

.... . .. .. . .. ....... ...... .... - ••.•• u ..... ... . .... . .. • ••• •••• .. .... . . , •• _ , _ ,,., ... .... . ....... . . ........... . ...... .. . .. .... . ....... .. , •• _ ...... . . .... .. . ....... .... ... . . . ·················-·h••······ . ······ ........................ ......... · .................... . 
From: Diekman, Lauren M 
To: Abedln, Huma 
Cc: S_SpeclalAsslstants; SES·O_OS; SES·O_SWO·Only 
Sent: Sun Feb 15 06:00:51 2009 
Subject: Daily Press Clips and News Briefing 

Ms. Abedin, 

Please see the attached Press Clips and News Briefing as requested . 

Thank you, 

Lauren Diekman 
Operations Specialist 
State Department Operations, S/ES-0 

.. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Valmoro, Lona J <ValmoroLJ@.statc.gov> 
Sunday, February 15, 2009 9:58 AM 86 
Abedin, Hwna <AbedinH@state.gov>; humamabedi~~,.--=======j 
final schedule for monday -- attached 
Februaiy.16.09.final.doc 
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SCHEDULE FOR SECRETARY HILLARY RQDHAM CLINTON 
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 2009 _[RELEASE IN PART 86 

FINAL 
TOKYO, JAPAN 
SPECIAL ASSISTANT: LONA VALMORO 

OFFICE I £202.l647-907L 
CELL 

86 

STAFF ASSISTANT: LINDA DEWAN 
OFFICE 202 647-5733 
CELL 

TOKYO: JASON MA ..,.,K..._ _ ___ ~ 
CELL 

JAKARTA: 

SEOUL: 

BEIJING: KATIE STANA 
CELL [,....-'-=-- - -------. 

PREV RON En route Tokyo 

7:30 pm 
(5 :30 am EST) 

7:40 pm 
8:00 pm 

ARRIVE Haneda Airport, Tokyo 

Greeters: James Zumwalt, Charged' Affaires 
Ms. Ann Kambara, Tokyo American Center Director 
Shintaro Ito, State Secretary For Foreign Affairs 
Ambassador Ichiro Fujisaki, Japanese Ambassador to the 
U.S. 
Mr. Kazuyoshi Umemoto, MF A DG First North American 
Bur~au 
Mr Yoshinori Furkawa, Haneda Airport'Administration 

ARRIVAL CEREMONY IN TOKYO 
VIP Imperial Room, Haneda Airport 
OPEN PRESS 

HRC enters the room with Charge Zumwalt, Ms. Kambara, A/S 
Hill and GOJ Officials. 

State Secretary for Foreign Affairs Shintaro Ito makes welcoming 
remarks. 

1 
.. 
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SCHEDULE FOR SECRETARY HILLARY RODHAM CLINTON 
MONDAY,,FEBRUARY 1692009 

8:05 pm 

8:30 pm 
(6:30 am EST) 

HRCRON 
WJCRON 

Weather: 

HRC makes brief remarks, takes group photos with the Special 
Olympians and astronauts, and departs. 

DEPART Haneda Airport 
En route Hotel Okura 
[drive time. 25 minutes] 

Main: HRC. Huma 
Spare Limo: Sullivan . 
Charge Limo: Zumwalt and Kambara 
Staff Van 1: Bader, Selva, Stern, and Wood 
Staff Van 2: Alston, Lumpkin, Macmanus, Muscatine, and Wohlers 
Staff Van 3: Beale, Coleman, and Crosby 
Press Van: Kiki McLean, Simon and Traveling Press 

ARRIVE Hotel Okura 

Greeter: 

_Okura 

Mr. Noriyoshi Ogawa, President and General Manager, 
Hotel Okura 

86 

Tokyo, Japan: Partly cloudy, high 54, low 37. 

RON: Hotel Okura Tokyo . 
2-10-4 Toranomon 
Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-001 Japan 
Phone:+ 81(3)3582-0111 
Fax: +81(3)3582-3707 

2 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attach: 

Abedin, Huma <AbedinH@state.gov> 

Sunday, February 15, 2009 11 :08 AM 
humamabedin[ I 
Fw: Last Asia trip pre-departur~ schedule 
Secy Clinton Asia trip schedule 2-09 doc.docx 

• • . o 0 0 0 H '0 o t O+o o 0 o o . . ... I ' 0 ' I 
0

o ' 0 0 O oo o 0 0. 0 oo 0 I 0 

From: Wohlers, Paul 

86 RELEASE IN PART 
B7(C ,86 

To: Bennett, Virginia L; Sullivan, Jacob J; Abed in, Hu ma; Mclean, Lori A; Slaughter, Anne-Marie; Burns, Deborah M; 
Valmoro, Lona J; Shapiro, Andrew J; Miotke, Jeffrey A (OES); 'Lissa Muscatine' ; Lukens, Lewis A; D Du Officer· SimB6 
Jes5ica L (PACE); Coleman, Claire L; Macmanus, Joseph E· Wood. Ro. A (PACE); Cook, Brian K; B?(C) 
(DS/P/SD)J [Col JCS SJS ACJCS' ; 'jbade ; Stern, Todd D 
Cc: Beale, Courtney A Kramer; Crosby, John R; Ruggles, Taylor V; Smit , Daniel B; Merten, Kenneth H; Zeya, Uzra S; 
Thompson, Dean R; Sullivan, Stephanie S; SES-O_SWO-Only; .Davis, Jennifer L (S Staff); Bishop, Christopher W; Russell, 
Daniel A; Crocker, Bathsheba N;'Dewan, Linda L; Adler, Caroline E; Davies, Glyn T; Arvizu, Alex A; Marciel, Scot A; 
Scandola, JoAnn E; Norris, John J 
Sent: Sat Feb 14 21:24:42 2009 86 
Subject: Last Asia trip pre-departure schedule 

I also will be bringing copies to the plane tomorrow. From then on, final daily schedules will be coming from the 
advance officers. 

Paul D. Wohlers 
Deputy Executive Secretary, S/ES 
202-647-5302 
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From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

H <hdr22@chntonemall.com> 
Sunday, February 15, 2009 9:42 PM 

CherylMillsl 
Re. Any wor7d ~fr-on-1~K~in-1=?-----~ 

I .ct me know I'm taking off. Flye. 
······Onginal Message······ 
From: Cheryl Mills 
To. hdr22@clintonemail com 
Sent: Feb 15, 2009 9.40 PM 
Subject: RE. Any word from Kim? 

)ltY· l<1m<1rrow. 

hut wc only have a cell that he mdicatcA that he docA not take mCAAagc~ 
from 

·····Original Message····· 
From. H [ninil!g:hdr2Z@cljotoncmail.com1 
Sent. Sunday, February 15, 2009 9:40 PM 
To· Cheryl Mills 
Subject· Re: Any word from Kim? 

Should I call him? 
···-··Original Message··--·· 
From· Cheryl Mills 
To: hdr22@clinlonema1I com 
Sent· Feb IS, 2009 9:37 PM 
Subject: RE: Any word from Kim? 

not yet - he may take weekend to. mean through Monday given it's a 
hohday 

·····Unginal Message-·-· 
From H [ma11to:hd(;!2@cllnlonemo.il.comf 
Sent. Sunday, Fehruory 15, 2009 9·37 PM 
To Cheryl Mills 
Subject: Any word from Kim? 
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From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

From: Miiis, Cheryl D 
To: Abedln, Huma 

Abeclin,, Huma <AbedinH@state.gov> 
Thursday, February 19, 2009 11 ·0S AM 86 
hurnamabedllj ] 
PrintFw U.S. Commission on International Rebg1ous Freedom - 22 USC 643 l 

Cc: 'hdr22@clintonemall.com' 
Sent: lhu Feb 19 09:36:49 2009 
Subject: FW: U.S. Commission on Intemational Religious Freedom - 22 USC 6431 

FYI - can't recall if she got this but shared the substance with her. 

From: Kennedy, Patrick F 
To: Mills, Cheryl D 
Sent: Tue Feb 17 19:08:41 2009 
Subject: U.S. Commission on International Religious Freedom - 22 USC 6431 
Cheryl 

Per discussion today 

9 member body ? three appointed by POTUS, three by House, and three by Senate 

Amb. at Large is ex-officio, non-vo~ing member 

Regards 

pat 

§ 6431. Establishment and composition 

How Current is This? 
(a) In general 
There is established the United States Commission on International Religious Freedom. 
(b) Membership 
(1) Appointment 
The Commission shall be composed of? 

RELEASE IN 
PART 86 

(A) the Ambassador at Large, who shall serve ex officio as a nonvoting member of the Commission; and 
(B) Nine ill other members, who shall be United States citizens who are not. being paid as officers or 
employees of the United States, and who shall be appointed as follows: 
(I) Three members of the Commission shall be appointed by the President. 
(ii) Three members of the Commission shall be appointed by the President pro tempore of the Senate, of 
which two of the members shall be appointed upon the recommendation of the leader in the Senate of the 
political party that is not the political party of the President, and of which one of the members shall be 
appointed upon the recommendation of the leader In the Senate of the other political party. 
(iii) Three members of the Commission shall be appointed by the Speaker of the House of 
Representatives, of which two of the members shall be appointed upon the recommendation of the leader 

l ntffe Rouse ortnepolitltar party-fhans nonl'ie-l'Olitlc:-a-1 party or the-Pre-sldent;-and-of whrch-one--of-the- 
members shall be appointed upon the recommendation of the leader in the House of the other political 
party. 
(2) Selection 
(A) In general 
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Members of the Commission shall be selected among distinguished individuals noted for their knowledge 
and experience in fields relevant to the issue of international religious freedom, including foreign affairs, 
direct experience abroad, human rights, and international law. 
{B) Security clearances 
Each member of the Commission shall be required to obtain a security clearance. 
(3) Time of appointment 
The appointments required by paragraph (1) shall be made not later than 120 days after October 27, 
1998. 
(c) Terms 
{ 1) In general 
The term of office of each member of the Commission shall be 2 years. The term of each member of the 
Commission appointed to the first two-year term of the Commission shall be considered to have begun on 
May 15, 1999, and shall end on May 14, 2001, regardless of the date of appointment to the Commission. 
The term of each member of the Commission appointed to the second two-year term of the Commission 
shall begin on May 15, 2001, and shall end on May 14, 2003, regardless of the date of appointment to the 
Commission. In the case in which a vacancy in the membership of the Commission is filled during a two
year term of the Commission, such membership on the Commission shall terminate at the end of that two
year term of the Commission. Members of the Commission shall be eligible for reappointment to a second 
term. 
(2) Establishment of staggered terms 
{A) In general 
Notwithstanding paragraph (1), members of the Commission appointed to serve on the Commission 
during the period May 15, 2003, through May 14, 2005, shall be appointed to terms in accordance with 
the provisions of this paragraph. 
(B) Presidential appointments 
Of the three members of the Commission appointed by the President under subsection (b)(l)(B)(i) of this 
section, two shall be appointed to a 1-year term and one shall be appointed to a 2-year term. 
(C) Appointments by the President pro tempore of the Senate 
Of the three members of the Commission appointed by the President pro tempore of the Senate under 
subsection (b)(l)(B)(ii) of this section, one of the appointments made upon the recommendation of the 
leader In the Senate of the political party that Is not the political party of the President shall be appointed 
to a 1-year term, and the other two appointments under such clause shall be 2-year terms. 
{D) Appointments by the Speaker of the House of Representatives 
Of the three members of the Commission appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representatives under 
subsection (b)(1)(B}(iii) of this section, one of the appointments made upon the recommendation of the 
leader in the House of the political party that is not the political party of the President shall be to a 1-year 
term, and the other two appointments Ul'.lder such clause shall be 2-year terms. 
(E) Appointments to 1-year terms 
The term of each member of the Commission appointed to a 1-year term shall be considered to have 
begun on May 15, 2003, and shall end on May 14, 2004, regardless of the date of the appointment to the 
Commission. Each vacancy which occurs upon the expiration of the term of a member appointed to a 1-
year term shall be filled by the appointment of a successor to a 2-year term. 
(F) Appointments to 2-year terms 
Each appointment of a member to a two-year term shall identify the member succeeded thereby, and 
each such term shall end on May 14 of the year that is at least two years after the expiration of the 
previous term, regardless of the date of the appointment to the Commission. 
{d) Election of Chair 
At the first meeting of the Commission after May 30 of each year, a majority of the members of the 
Commission present and voting shall' elect the Chair of the Commission. 
(e) Quorum 
Six voting members of the Commission shall constitute a quorum for purposes of transacting business. 
{f) Meetings 
Each year, within 15 days, or as soon as practicable, after the issuance of the Country Report on Human 
Rights Practices, the CQmmissic;>n shall convene. l]J~ Commission shall otherwise meet at the call of the 
Chair or, if no Chair has been elected for that calendar year, at the call of six voting members of the 
Commission. 
(g) Vacancies 
Any vacancy of the Commission shall not affect its powers, but shall be filled in the manner in which the 
original appointment was made. A member may serve after the expiration of that member?s term until a 
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successor tias taken office. Any member appointed to fill a vacancy occurring before the expiration of the 
term for which the member?s predecessor was appointed shall be appointed only for the remainder of that 
term. · 
(h) Administrative support 
The Administrator of General Services shall provide to the Commission on a reimbursable basis (or, in the 
discretion of the Administrator, on a nonreimbursable basis) such administrative support services as the 
Commission may reQuest to carry out the provisions of this subchapter. 
(i) Funding 
Members of the Commission shall be allowed travel expenses, including per diem in lieu of subsistence at 
rates authorized for employees of agencies under subchapter ! of chapter SI of title~ while away from 
their homes or regular places of business in the performance of services for the .Commission. 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Aboclin, Hume <AbcdinH@statc.gov> 
Thursday, February 19, 2009 11 :05 AM 
humumabedin 

~--~ 

86 
Subject: PrintFw: NOTE to HRC from J Pnnce (you can print attached 1f easier) 
Attath: 2009-02-18 Memo for S from JPrmce - draft.docx; ATT61682.txt 

----- Ongmul M~ssuge ----
From · Mills, Cheryl D 
To· Abedin, Huma 
Cc. Mills, Cheryl D; 'hdr22@clintonemail.com' <hdr22@clintonemail com:> 
Sent· Thu Feb 1909:30:37 2009 
Subject: FW. NOTE to HRC from J Prince (you can print attached 1f easier) 

NOTE FOR nm SECRETARY 
February 18, 2009 

FROM: Jonathan Prmce 
SUBJECT: Putting the diplomacy back in public diplomacy 

RELEASE IN PART 
86,86 

85 
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··-·Original Message·~-"--------~ 
From Jonnlhllll Prin 
Sent· Weclliesday. l'cbruary 
To. Mills, Cheryl D 
Suhjec1· nnte 

86 

Hero you go, I balded a few sentences too. the ones that were essent1all)' recs. 11.nd~-----------------~ 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Burns Strider 
•~~~~~~~~~ 

Thursday, February 19, 2009 5.50 PM 
hdr22@clintonemail .com 
RE: YOU GO!!! 

86 

RELEASE IN PART 
86 

You would have to travel to all my old "20-something" stomping grounds for your first trip ... it totally exacerbates my 
envy! The Baptist Mission offices for Japan are in the area of Tok o that houses man of the forel n embassres and 
legations ... the Mission has marvelous uarters for guests ... 

I always found the silence around the legislative building in Tokyo (isn't it called the Diet or something like that?) pretty 
analogous to how little is really known of how things are moved to reality and fruition in their governmental processes ... 
Japan is more of an enigma to me than China ... there's something basic, core-like about China (not always good) that I 
felt and understood ... 

Beijing is a remarkable city ... one of my favorites on the globe ... there's a hill on the backside of the Forbidden City ... the 
hill is called Jingshahn ... Its man-made with a massive open pagoda at the top ... it was made to keep the evil spirits from 
the north out of the Forbidden City .•. ! 

BTW: the news coming out of your trip is refreshing ... it's a very American trip you are carrying out... how long has it 
been since Americans have been able to open the paper and see their voice to the world lecturing at a foreign 
university ... talking about Democratic ideals and the human experience as seen through the American dream ... its really 
cool what you are doing ... 

Hang in there ... 

Burns Strider 
Founding Partner 
The Eleison Group 

www.eleisongroup.com 

From: H [mailto:hdr22@clintonemail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 18, 2009 11:56 AM 
To: Burns Strider 
Subject: Re: YOU GO! I! 

Thanks for keeping up w me! This is sent all the way from Jakarta. 
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From: "Burns Strider" 
Date: Tue, 17 Feb 2009 13: 17:32 -0500 
To: Clinton Hillary<hdr22@clintonemail.com> 
Subject: YOU GO!!! 

"Clinton's remarks came in response to a question about the "prejudice" in the United States against Muslims 
because of terrorism, a term she rejected forcefully, pointing to the history of Christians. 'I am a Christian,' she 
said. 'Throt1gh the centuries we have had many people who have done terrible things in the name of 
Christianity. They have perverted the religion."' 

This is one of your strongest areas when discussing faith, ifl may say so, boss .. Not knocking your brand but 
honestly assessing the perversions wrought by human dictate vs the authentic, pure and lofty ideals taught and 
exemplified by God ... You do it naturally when talking about your own denomination and when talking about 
faith writ large ... 

There's an intrinsic value found in the world's holy teachings that· is found nowhere else. The Golden Rule 
abounds across the spectrum, for example ... Beyond the shadows of human failure there's a common purpose 
and good that inspires all the nations ... 

Burns Strider 
Founding Partner 
The Eleison Group 

www.eleisongroup.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Hurns Abcdin .____ _______ _, 

Friday, February 20, 2009 l 0 27 AM 
hdr22@clinlonemail com 

Slembergs office thinks you 111e Ll)'ing lo reach him a ~1m oonnecl )'O ll if you do 
I lncd to knock on ynur door to check 
Will wake you at 7am 

86 
RELEASE IN 
PART 86 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

H <hdr22@clintonemail.com> 
Saturday, February 21, 2009 11 :48 PM 
Huma Abedin <HAbedin@hillaryclinton.com> 

Subject: Fw: Fwd: A case of great minds perhaps????Capitalizing on Connectivity 

Pis print. 86 

From: williamsbarrett· 
.. "86 ..... .. ... .. . ······ 

~~=----==-" 
Date: Sat, 21Feb2009 18:32:03 -0500 
To: <hdr22@clintonemail.com>; <cmillL I 
Subject: Fwd: A case of great minds perhaps????Capitalizing on Connectivity 

RELEASE IN PART 
BS 

Note from Judith after having read this article - (thanks for this Cheryl'- was Anne-Marie preparing a more 
formal memo on public diplomacy 

I swear I did not read this before I wrote the memo I just sent!! I However, it does support the proposition I 
described. Nice to know many of us are on the same page. Now all we have to do its make it happen, and fast! 

JM 

How to Succeed in the Networked Century 
By Bradley W. Bloch, Huffington Post 
Posted February 20, 2009 I 10·12 AM (EST) 
A large part of the reason Barack200bama defeated Hillary Clinton in last year's Democratic primary can be 
reduced to the fact that he mobilized his bottom-up network better than she mobilized her top-down one. So it 
was notable that even before formally taking over the State Department, Clinton named Anne-Marie Slaughter, 
Dean of Princeton's Woodrow Wilson School, to lead the department's internal think tank, the Policy Planning 
Staff Slaughter has been a vocal advocate of viewing the world through a network lens. Most recently, her 
article in the current issue of Foreign Affairs, "America's Edge· Power in the Networked Century," argues that 
America's best future lies in positioning itself as the world's most networked nation, the hub of information, 
ideas, and resources flowing though the global economy 
I couldn't agree more, having argued here that the White House, rather than focusing on illusory conflicts of 
interest involving the Clinton Foundation, should be encouraging the State Department to steal what they can 
from the Clinton Global Initiative and similar groups -- organizations that facilitate innovation by acting as the 
network broker between innovators, governments, and private enterprise. Slaughter's article extends this 
argument to important policy arenas, but in the process raises an important issue that will need to be addressed 
if networks are to play a substantial role in securing America's place in the· world. 
As Slaughter points=2 Oout, the ability to innovate, seize opportunity, and marshal resources to advance an 
agenda boils down to managing and orchestrating networks Slaughter cites a number of examples of what can 

--be-achieved-through what-is semetimes-ealled ''network entrepreneurship~-multinational collaboration -- -
regarding the financial crisis; the success of a coalition ofNGOs in working to ban the use of land mines; and 
an improved response to public health threats through a network established by the Centers for Disease Control. 
Unfortunately, these success stories are more the exception than the rule. The fact is that even in the upper 
echelons of decision-making, we are notoriously poor at managing and orchestrating networks. Indeed, 
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immeasurable opportunities are lost and efforts needlessly duplicated in areas ranging from global health to 
business development because our network skills are rooted in a less complex, more hierarchical, top-down 
past. For the United States to position itself as the most powerful player in "the networked century," those 
capabilities will have to evolve significantly. That will require two broad developments: 
First, we need to take a more holistic, dynamic view of the people within our -- and everyone else's -- networks. 
We tend to think of people in terms of three attributes: their job title, where they have worked, and where they 
were educated. In an earli er ti me, this may have been sufficient to understand a person's place in a network and 
to fairly well guess their skills, who theyOAmight be connected to, and what their priorities might be. In today's 
more fluid world, however, people cross borders, change careers, and recast alliances much more readily, each 
stage in their trajectory potentially expanding and reshaping their network -- and certainly reshaping who they 
are and what they have to offer. 
This is the basis of Slaughter's contention that we need to view immigrant communities and the emerging 
generation of "First Globals" (18- to 29-year-old Americans who are inclined to live and study abroad in greater 
numbers than their predecessors) as potential links to new markets and opportunities around the globe But in 
order to do this, you need to know the various facets of a person's life -- where they've lived, what they're 
interested in personally and professionally, who their mentors have been and so on. In a networked world 
powered more on personal initiative, skill sets and relationships than hierarchical position, a person's job ti tie 
and other resume details no longer are as reliable indicators of a person's potential to effect change in the global 
network and the resources he or she commands. 
Second, we need to become more methodical and data driven in our approach to networks. Professional sports 
like baseball and basketball have been in the midst of a data revolution that is reshaping how players are 
evaluated. Instead of relying merely on received wisdom and personal experience, coaches and scouts are using 
reams of data that are questioning=2 Oold assumptions about what makes for a star player, and using that insight 
to build teams. (So it was that Nate Silver, whose political web site has set new standards for election 
forecasting, actually began as a basebaJI analyst.) There needs to be a similar data revolution in networks 
Rather than manage them in an ad hoc fashion with instinct and imperfect memories as we do now, we need to 
develop and use analytical tools that will allow us to track more complex networks, see patterns over time, and 
identify key players who act as the gateway to different clusters of ideas, resources, and support. Many 
components of these analytical tools exist, but they need to be further developed and brought into the 
mainstream. 
Anne-Marie Slaughter is correct to see network entrepreneurship as the critical capability for the twenty-first 
century, in the same way that trade (itself a specialized example of network entrepreneurship) was in the 
mercantile period But maintaining oneself as a trading power required more than just ships and goods. ft also 
required better navigation tools, most notably the discovery of a reliable means of measuring the longitude of 
ships at sea. The old method of dead reckoning -- and the risks it brought of inefficient routing if not 
catastrophic shipwreck -- was no longer acceptable. Solving the problem was considered so critical to the 
·national interest that Britain established the Longitude Prize to spur on a solution. 
=O A 
We don't need a similar "Network Prize"; many of the tools we need to understand networks already exist. 
Instead, we need public and private-sector decision makers to see that competitive advantage in the networked 
century goes to those who develop the most sophistication in using those tools and the networks they illuminate 

America's Edge: Power in the Networked Century 

By Anne-Marie Slaughter 
From roreign Affairs, January/February 2009 
Summary: The United States' unique ability to capitalize on connectivity will make the twenty-first century an 
American century. 
ANNE-MARJE SLAUGHTER is Dean of the Woodrow Wilson School ~f Public and l11tematio11a/ Affairs and 
Bert G. Kerstetter '66 University Professor of Politics and International Affairs at Prmceton University. 
We live in a networked world. War is networked: the power of terrorists and the militaries that would defeat 
them depend on small, mobile groups of warriors connected to one another and to intelligence, communications, 
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and support networks. Diplomacy is networked: managing international crises -- from SARS to climate change -
- requires mobilizing international networks of public and private actors. Business is networked· every CEO 
advice manual published in the past decade has focused on the shift from the vertical world of hierarchy to the 
horizontal world of networks. Media are networked: online biogs and other forms of participatory media depend 
on contributions from readers to create a vast, networked conversation. Society is networked· the world of 
My Space is creating a global world of "OurSpace," linking hundreds of millions of individuals across 
continents. Even religion is networked· as the pastor Rick Warren has argued, "The only thing big enough to 
solve the problems of spiritual emptiness, selfish leadership, poverty, disease, and ignorance is the network of 
millions of churches all· around the world." 
In this world, the measure of power is connectedness. Almost 30 years ago, the psychologist Carol Gilligan 
wrote about differences between the genders in their modes of thinking. She observed that men tend to see the 
world as made up of hierarchies of power and seek to get to the top, whereas women tend to see the world as 
containing webs of relationships and seek to move to the center. Gilligan's observations may be a function of 
nurture rather than nature; regardless, the two lenses she identified capture the differences between the 
twentieth-century and the twenty-first-century worlds. 
The twentieth-century world was, at least in terms of geopolitics, a billiard-ball world, described by the political 
scientist Arnold Wolfers as a system of self-contained states colliding with one another. The results of these 
collisions were determined by military and economic power. This world still exists today. Russia invades 
Georgia, Tran seeks nuclear weapons, the United States strengthens its ties with India as a hedge against a rising 
China. This is what Fareed Zakaria, the editor of Newsweek International, has dubbed "the post-American 
world," in which the rise of new global powers inevitably means the relative decline ofU.S influence 
The emerging networked world of the twenty-first century, however, exists above the state, below the state, and 
through the state. In this world, the state with the most connections will be the central player, able to set the 
global agenda and unlock innovation and sustainable growth. Here, the United States has a clear and sustainable 
edge. 
THE HORIZON OF HOPE 
The United States' advantage is rooted in demography, geography, and culture. The United States has a 
relatively small population, only 20-30 percent of the size of China's or India's. Having fewer people will make 
it much easier for the United States to develop and profit from new energy technologies. At the same time, the 
heterogeneity of the U.S. population will allow Washington to extend its global reach. To this end, the United 
States should see its immigrants as living links back to their home countries and encourage a two-way flow of 
people, products, and ideas. 
The United States is the anchor of the Atlantic hemisphere, a broadly defined area that includes Africa, the 
Americas, and Europe. The leading countries in the Atlantic hemisphere are more peaceful, stable, and 
economically diversified than those in the Asian hemisphere. At the same time, however, the United States is a 
pivotal power, able to prpfit simultaneously from its position in the Atlantic hemisphere and from its deep ties 
to the Asian hemisphere The Atlantic and Pacific Oceans have long protected the United States from invasion 
and political interference. Soon, they will shield it from conflicts brought about by climate change, just as they 
are already reducing the amount of pollutants that head its way. The United States has a relatively horizontal 
social structure -- albeit one that has become more hierarchical with the growth of income inequality -- as well 
as a culture of entrepreneurship and innovation. These traits are great advantages in a global economy 
increasingly driven by networked clusters of the world's most creative people. 
On January 20, 2009, Barack Obama will set about restoring the moral authority of the United States. The 
networked world provides a hopeful horizon. In this world, with the right policies, immigrants can be a source 
of jobs rather than a drain on resources, able to link their new home with markets and suppliers in their old 
homes. Businesses in the United States can orchestrate global networks of producers and suppliers. Consumers 
can buy locally, from revived local agricultural and customized small-business economies, and at the same time 
globally, from anywhere that can advertise online. The United States has the potential to be the most innovative 
and dynamic society anywhere in the world. 
LIFE IN A NETWORKED WORLD 
In 2000, Procter and Gamble made a decision that reinvented how the company would do business in the 
twenty-first century. Instead of closely guarding its secret recipes for everything from soaps to potato chips, 
Procter and Gamble chose to open up its patent portfolio, making virtually all its formulas available to anyone 
willing to pay a licensing fee. At the same time, it asked its top managers to bring in half of their ideas for new 
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products and services from outside the company. They now look to far-flung groups of inventors around the 
world and online, where innovators gather at sites such as InnoCentive, an auction Web site for ideas. Don 
Tapscott and Anthony Williams, the authors ofWikinomics· How Mass Collaboration Changes Everything, call 
businesses like InnoCentive "ideagoras," modern-day public squares that join people looking to sell their ideas 
with businesses seeking to buy them. In 2006, Samuel Palmisano, the head of IBM, predicted in these pages that 
corporations would move from being multinational, with small, self-replicated versions of themselves in every 
market, to being what he calls "globally integrated enterprises." Today, IBM funnels tasks to wherever they will 
be done best. 
Consider the experience of Li and Fung, the world's largest and most successful export sourcing company. Its 
clients are retailers of virtually every kind of product known to man, or at least made by man. The job of Li and 
Fung is to identify suppliers from over 40 countries around the world and connect them in order to till specific 
orders. The resulting networks must be fast, flexible, and able to work to a common high standard. According to 
William and Victor Fung, two of the current owners of the family business, the secret of sourcing is 
"orchestrating networks." It is the managerial equivalent of creating a system in which one can select a 
destination on a Paris metro map and see a possible route light up with a connecting web of differently colored 
lines -- except, of course, that riders at each station might have their own ideas about how best to travel. 
At first, these global webs may seem to be just the next generation of outsourcing. But something much deeper 
is going on. Outsourcing requires a central command that specifies precisely what and how much should be 
produced and then, through an established hierarchy, communicates those decisions to producers in multiple 
nations. In contrast, under a system of peer production, supply chains become "value webs," in which suppliers 
become partners and, instead of just supplying products, actually collaborate on their design. Boeing is a 
particularly striking example, given how it could be seen as the heart of old-style manufacturing. It has shifted 
from being simply an airplane manufacturer to being a "systems integrator," relying on a horizontal network of 
partners collaborating in real time. They share both risk and knowledge in order to achieve a higher level of 
performance It is not simply a change in form but a change in culture Hierarchy and control lose out to 
community, collaboration, and self-organization. At its core, a company can be quite small, often no more than 
a central node of leaders and manager-integrators. But with the right networks, it can reach anywhere 
innovators, factories, and service providers can be found. In this world, as Tapscott and Williams write, "only 
the connected will survive." 
Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), too, have realized the power of connections. An early example was 
the International Campaign to Ban Landmines, which began in 1991 as a coalition of six NGOs from North 
America and Europe. It eventually grew to include over 1,100 groups in some 60 countries, and with this 
breadth came clout. After it won the Nobel Peace Prize in 1997, the network successfully pushed for a global 
treaty banning the use of land mines (although China, Russia, and the United States, among others, have refused 
to sign it). NGOs pursuing other causes have followed suit. In 1995, a small group of human rights 
organizations began calling for the creation of an international criminal court to try war criminals. They 
succeeded in convincing governments to establish a permanent court in 1998. Today, the Coalition for the 
International Criminal Court includes over 2,000 organizations from every comer of the world, which are now 
working to expand the court's jurisdiction. More recently, a global alliance ofNGOs has been instrumental in 
pushing for action to stop the ongoing violence in Darfur. 
In each of these cases, NGOs gained leverage over otherwise reluctant states. They formed transnational 
networks that multiplied their lobbying power and put their message on the agendas of international institutions. 
As Francis Sejersted, then chair of the Nobel Committee, noted when he recognized the land-mine campaign, 
"The mobilisation and focusing of broad popular involvement which we have witnessed bears promise that goes 
beyond the present issue. It appears to have established a pattern for how to realise political aims at the global 
level." 
Governments have been slower to understand twenty-first-century challenges and to reform themselves 
accordingly, but they, too, are gradually moving toward a more networked structure. A report entitled The 
Embassy of the Future, issued by the Center for Strategic and International Studies in 2007, calls for U.S. 
diplomats to be "decentralized, flexible, and mobile," as well as "connected, responsive, and informed." U.S. 
embassy staff would have a more "distributed presence," both virtually and physically, if they worked at 
multiple locations and with a wide range of different groups in their host countries. 
Similarly, Julie Gerberding, director of the Centers for Disease Control, realized after the anthrax scare in 2001 
and the SARS crisis in 2002 that the CDC needed to create a network of public and private actors from around 
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the world. Managing this network would, in tum, require a much more flexible and horizontal organization at 
the CDC's headquarters, in Atlanta. Gerberding was expected to get results but lacked the authority necessary to 
produce them. For Gerberding, the solution was to find partners around the world and to connect them in ways 
that would allow for the creation and sharing of knowledge during a crisis. Many judges and government 
regulators have had a similar insight. Bankruptcy judges, for example, now communicate with one another 
around the world, signing agreements to manage together the bankruptcies of multinational corporations. The 
current financial crisis could have been even worse if the world's central bankers had not already been 
connected and able to coordinate their actions. 
Power can also flow from connections across different sectors. In his book Superclass: The Global Power Elite 
and the World They Are Making, David Rothkopf explains how leaders connect across different power 
structures, from the worlds of business and finance to those of politics and the arts. "ln fact," he writes, "such 
linkages are as distinguishing a characteristic of the superclass as wealth or individual position." In other words, 
it is connectivity, more than money or stature, that determines individual power. This dynamic can even extend 
to terrorist groups such as al Qaeda. John Robb, a former air force colonel and military strategist, has observed 
that Mohamed Atta was the leader of the 9/11 hijackers because, although no20formal hierarchy existed in the 
group, "Atta had twenty-two connections to other people in the network, much more than any other, which gave 
him control of the operation." 
The power that flows from this type of connectivity is not the power to impose outcomes. Networks are not 
directed and controlled as much as they are managed and orchestrated. Multiple players are integrated into a 
whole that is greater than the sum of its parts -- an orchestra that plays differently according to the vision of its 
conductor and the talent of individual musicians Obama's team-based campaign, with its relatively flat structure 
and emphasis on individual organizers, is a model of the twenty-first century's management style. 
Most important, networked power flows from the ability to make the maximum number of valuable 
connections. The next requirement is to have the knowledge and skills to harness that power to achieve a 
common purpose. The United States is already following this model in a few specific ways. In combating 
terrorism, it has been able to stop planned attacks thanks to a dense global network of law enforcement officers, 
counterterrorism officials, and intelligence agencies. The U.S. government dramatically improved its standing 
in the Muslim world due to its swift and effective relief effort in Asia following the December 2004 tsunami. It 
coordinated an emergency-response strategy among government agencies and aid workers in Australia, India, 
Japan, and the United States itself. More recently, when the20global financial crisis hit this past fall, the United 
States first reached out to central banks around the world to coordinate a monetary response and then reached 
out to central banks in key emerging markets to make sure their foreign currency needs were being met. 
From this vantage point, predictions of an Asian century -- such as those made by Ki shore Mahbubani, a foreign 
policy scholar and dean of the Lee Kwan Yew School of Public Policy, in Singapore -- seem premature. Even 
Zakaria's argument about "the rise of the rest" takes on a different significance. If, in a networked world, the 
issue is no longer relative power but centrality in an increasingly dense global web, then the explosion of 
innovation and entrepreneurship occurring today will provide that many more points of possible connection. 
The twenty-first century looks increasingly like another American century -- although it will likely be a century 
of the Americas ratherthan of just America 
MORE PEOPLE, MORE PROBLEMS 
Demography is often cited as the chief factor behind the relative decline of the West China and India make up 
over a third of the world's population, while Europe and Japan are actually shrinking and the United States is 
suddenly a relatively small nation of 300 million. This argument, however, rests largely on assumptions formed 
in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Throughout most of human history, territory and population translated 
into military and economic power. Military power de pended on the number of soldiers a state could put into the 
field, the amount of territory an enemy had to cross to conquer it, and the economy's ability to supply the state's 
army. Population size mattered for economic power because without trade a state needed a domestic market 
large enough for manufacturers and merchants to thrive. With trade, however, small mercantile nations such as 
the Netherlands and Portugal were-able to punch far above their weight In the nineteenth century, to increase 
their power, small countries expanded their territory through colonization. But by the twentieth century, as 
political unrest in the colonial world grew, the advantages of trading rather than ruling became increasingly 
clear. Although the United States and the Soviet Union, two great continental powers, dominated the second 
half of the twentieth century, the countries that grew the richest were often the smallest. In 2007, the ten 
countries with the highest per capita GDPs all had populations smaller than that of New York City, with one 
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notable exception: the United States. 
In the twenty-first century, less is more. Domestic markets must be big enough to allow national fi nns to obtain 
a foothold so as to withstand international competition (although such markets can be obtained through free
trade areas and economic unions). But beyond this minimum, if trade barriers are low and transportation and 
communication are cheap, then size will be more of a burden than a benefit. When both markets and production 
are global, then productive members of every society will generate income across multiple soci~ties. Business 
managers in one country can generate value by orchestrating a global and disparate network of researchers, 
designers, manufacturers, marketers, and distributors. It will remain the responsibility of government. however, 
to provide for the less productive members of society, namely, the elderly, the young, the disabled, and the 
unemployed -- think of them as national overhead costs. From this perspective, the 300 million citizens in the 
United States look much more manageable than the more than a billion in China or India 
A shrinking population can actually act as a catalyst for innovation. In China, the answer to many problems is 
simply to throw people at them -- both because people are the most available commodity and because the 
Chinese government needs to provide as many jobs as possible. In Japan, by contrast, the answer is to innovate. 
Nintendo, the Kyoto-based gaming giant, is bringing much of its manufacturing back to Japan from China and 
other parts of Asia. How can it possibly compete using high-cost Japanese labor? It will not have to -- its new 
factories are almost entirely automated, with only a handful of highly skilled employees needed to run them. 
This approach uses less energy, costs less, and guarantees a higher standard of living for the Japanese 
population As the priority shifts from economic growth to sustainable growth, the formula offewer people plus 
better and greener technology will look=2 Oincreasingly attractive. 
Finally, size carries its own set of political challenges. Over the past four centuries, the arrow of history has 
pointed in the direction of national self-determination. Empires and multiethnic countries have steadily divided 
and subdivided into smaller units so that nations, or dominant ethnic groups, could govern themselves. Ninety 
years after Woodrow Wilson laid out his vision of self-determination for the Balkan states, the process 
continues in Kosovo In many ways, the breakup of the Soviet Union was another round of the decolonization 
and self-detennination movement that began in the 1940s. It continues today with the conflicts over Abkhazia 
and South Ossetia, as well as with the potential for conflict on the Crimean Peninsula and in eastern Ukraine. 
Much of China's 5,000-year history has been a saga of the country's splitting apart and being welded back 
together. The Chinese government, like the Indian government, legitimately fears that current pockets of 
instability could quickly translate into multiple secessionist movements. 
The United States faces no threats to its essential unity, which has been forged by a political and cultural 
ideology of unity amid diversity. The principal alternative to this ideology is the solution employed by the 
European Union and the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (A SEAN), in which individual states come 
together as larger economic and, gradually, quasi-political units. The most promising dimension of recent 
Chinese politics has been its adopt ion of a version of this solution with regard to Hong Kong and Macao -- and 
one day Beijing may apply this model to Taiwan. 
The United States benefits not only from its limited population but also from who makes up that population . It 
has long attracted the world's most entrepreneurial, creative, and detennined individuals. A vast mixing of 
cultures has created an atmosphere for a fruitful cross-fertilization and innovation. These arguments still hold. 
In San Francisco, for instance, a new municipal telephone help line advertises that it can talk with callers in 
over 150 languages. This diversity, and the creativity that it produces, is visible everywhere: in Hollywood 
movies, in American music, and at U.S. universities . At Princeton University this past fall, five of the six 
student award winners for the highest grade point averages had come from abroad: from China, Germany, 
Moldova, Slovenia, and Turkey. 
In the nineteenth- and twentieth-century era of nation-states, the United States absorbed its immigrants and 
molded them into Americans, thereby creating the national cohesion necessary to build military and economic 
strength . Today, diversity in the United States means something more. Immigrant communities flourish not only 
in large cities but also in smaller towns and rural areas. A mosaic has replaced the melting pot, and, more than 
ever, immigrants connect their new communities to their countries of origin. Along the southern border of the 
United States, for instance, immigration experts talk about "transnational communities," about clusters of 
families in the United States linked with the villages of Mexico and Central America. Now, where you are from 
means where you can, and do, go back to -- and whom you know and trust enough to network with . 
Consider, for example, how valuable the overseas Chinese community has been to China. Alan Wang, a former 
student of mine, was born in China, moved to Australia with his family at the age of 12, and went to college and 
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law school there. He later came to the United States to pursue a graduate degree at Harvard For a while, he 
practiced law with a la.rge British firm in London, and then moved to its Shanghai office. When I asked him 
how he identified himself, he replied, "overseas Chinese." Millions of people similar to Wang have spread out 
from China throughout Southeast Asia, Australia, the United States, and Canada, creating trading and 
networking opportunities for people in all those places. Similarly, the United States must learn to think of its 
ethnic communities as the source offuture generations of "overseas Americans." Already, young Chinese 
Americans and Indian Americans are heading back to their parents' homelands to seek opportunity and make 
their fortunes. Soon, the children of U.S. immigrants from Africa, Asia, Latin America, and the Middle East 
will follow a similar path and return to their ethnic homelands, at least for a time. The key to succeeding in a 
networked economy is being able to harvest the best ideas and innovatio ns from the widest array of sources. In 
this regard, the United States is plugged into all corners of the global brain. 
Beyond its immigrant communities, the United States can also depend on a new generation to forge connections 
around the world. John Zogby, the influential pollster, calls Americans between the ages of 18 and 29 "the First 
Globals," a group he describes as "more networked and globally engaged than members of any similar age 
cohort in American history." More than half of the respondents aged 18 to 29 in a poll conducted in the United 
States in June 2007 by Zogby International said that they had friends or family living outside the United States, 
vastly more than any other U.S. age group. Other Zogby polls have shown that this generation holds passports 
in roughly the same proportion as other age groups but uses them far more frequently. A quarter of this group, 
according to Zogby's data, believes that they will "end up living for some significant period in a country other 
than America." 
These young people spreading out around the world will be a huge asset to the United States. Children born 
abroad who acquire U.S. citizenship as a result of their parents' heritage or life decisions will add to this 
number. A college classmate of mine was born to Hungarian immigrants in Canada and later acquired U.S. 
citizenship. After graduation, he moved to China and then Japan, where he gained a Japanese residency permit 
while also applying for Hungarian citizenship He20now lives with his Chinese wife in Beijing, where his 
daughter.was born. Not long after her birth, he took her to Tokyo so that she could register as a U.S. citizen and 
reenter China on a U.S. passport. These stories are legion in any large global city -- couples from two different 
countries who are raising their children in a third or fourth or even fifth country . For many people who orbit in 
this floating cloud of nationalities, a US. passport, particularly now that the United States has relaxed its rules 
on dual citizenship, has become a new kind of reserve currency. With one, even the most venturesome and 
peripatetic have the guarantee of the political and cultural stability of the West. The United States must devis.e 
the incentives and conditions that will allow it to both encourage this phenomenon and profit from it. 
THE WORLD IS ROUND AGATN 
For most of modem history, the Eurocentric view of the world has placed North and South America in a 
hemisphere of their own - the Western Hemisphere. Today, the world is mapped in the round, with Asia in the 
East and Africa, the Americas, and Europe in the West. That, at least, is how some Asians increasingly think of 
themselves. In his recently published book, The New Asian Hemisphere: The Irresistible Shift of Global Power 
to the East, Mahbubani argues that the era of "Western domination of world history is over" and that the world 
is witnessing an "Asian march to modernity." 
But if half oft he world is now "the East," defined as the Asian hemisphere, then the other half is the Atlantic 
hemisphere, made up of Africa, the Americas, and Europe. It is quite a promising neighborhood, home to a 
wealth of human, economic, material, and natural resources. Politically, Europe and North America constitute a 
spreading community ofliberal democracies that accounts for one-sixth of the world's population, almost 60 
percent of global GDP, and the two primary global reserve currencies. More trade and direct investment pass 
over the Atlantic Ocean than any other part of the world -- over $2 trillion in cumulative foreign direct 
investment alone. The potential for further integration of the hemisphere is enonnous. 
Even more important is the potential for deeper economic integration within the Americas On energy 
questions, Canadian oil sands and Brazilian sugar cane are more promising than depending on Russian pipelines 
or Sudanese oil . Markets for renewable energy -- such as from biomass, wind, geothennal technology, and other 
sources -- are gTowing in Latin America. Miami ·is already a financial center for Latin America, and the steady 
growth of the Latino populati on in the United States will only deepen intra-American investment. The rise of 
Brazil and, to a somewhat lesser extent, Mexico will create an emerging counterbalance to the United States 
south of its border. Dut any initiative for strengthening economic ties must come from the United States itself. It 
first must address its immigration policy and then, si milar to the economic and political assistance it provided 
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